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The 
Ericsson 
Vision
ericsson’s vision is to be the prime driver in an all-commu-

nicating world. the vision of an all-communicating world is 

rapidly becoming a reality with more than 5.3 billion sub-

scriptions today for mobile telecommunications. ericsson 

envisions a continued evolution, from having connected 

five billion people to connecting 50 billion “things”. In the 

networked Society, we envision that anything that can 

benefit from being connected will be connected, mainly 

via mobile broadband. for us, it’s about technology for 

Good—using connectivity to make a positive socio-eco-

nomic and environmental impact, and address challen-

ging issues such as poverty alleviation, human rights and 

climate change.

Additional information on ericsson’s sustainability  

performance is available online, including: 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

www.ericsson.com/sustainability 
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ABoUt tHIS RePoRt 
this report, together with additional information available online, 

summarizes our 2010 sustainability and corporate responsibility 

(CR) performance. for us, sustainability is about what we call the 

‘‘triple bottom line” – long-term social equity, economic prosperity 

and environmental performance. Corporate responsibility is about 

maintaining the necessary controls to minimize risks, while creating 

positive business impacts for our stakeholders and our brand, by 

linking our products, services and solutions  to an overall business 

goal of sustainable growth. A sustainable and responsible approach 

results in value creation for the company, our employees, our custo-

mers, our shareholders and society as a whole. Unless otherwise 

stated, all information and data pertains to activities undertaken 

from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010. the report covers the 

ericsson Group, i.e. telefonaktiebolaget LM ericsson and its subsi-

diaries, and provides performance highlights from our joint ventures 

Sony ericsson and St-ericsson. the ericsson Annual Report 2010 

provides information on ericsson’s structure, nature of ownership 

and legal form, subsidiaries, as well as changes regarding size, 

structure, financial performance and ownership during 2010. 

the Report is published as a PDf together with supplementary 

online information and videos, which allows readers to explore 

topics more in depth. 

Please visit www.ericsson.com/sustainability

the ericsson 2010 Annual Report and other financial information 

can be found at www.ericsson.com/investors. to help us improve 

reporting and ensure transparency, we welcome your feedback 

and questions on our report and performance. 

Please contact us at corporate.responsibility@ericsson.com.

throughout the report you will find the Solution icon and 

specific ericsson solutions in bold to indicate our many 

innovative solutions to sustainability challenges. 

ABoUt eRICSSon
Information and Communication technology (ICt) is positively 

changing the way we work and live. As a leading provider of com-

munications infrastructure, services and multimedia solutions, 

ericsson strives to enable this change. we constantly innovate to 

empower people, business and society.

network infrastructure provides the fundamentals for people to 

communicate. today, more than 40 percent of the world’s mobile 

traffic passes through networks provided by ericsson. the networks 

we support for operators serve more than two billion subscriptions. 

we are also a global leader in telecom services, which accounts for 

close to 40 percent of our revenues. Currently, we serve approx-

imately 400 customers, most of whom are network operators. our 

ten largest customers account for 46 percent of our net sales. new 

customers include tV and media companies as well as utility com-

panies. our total addressable market was estimated at approxima-

tely USD 200 billion in 2009 (excluding joint ventures’ markets).

our experience in building networks in more than 180 countries 

gives us unique customer and consumer insights, and our exten-

sive portfolio of telecommunications solutions and intellectual 

property (patents) offers a true business advantage. we are com-

mitted to working with our customers and partners to expand the 

borders of telecommunications for the benefit of people every-

where. our operations have been divided into business units that 

create competitive advantage and best meet the needs of our 

global customer base. these include networks, Multimedia, and 

Global Services. through the joint ventures Sony ericsson and 

St-ericsson, we provide handsets and product offerings in semi-

conductors and platforms for mobile devices. 

exteRnAL ASSURAnCe  
GLoBAL RePoRtInG InItIAtIVe  
(GRI) APPLICAtIon LeVeL

this Report, with the exception of pages 86-87, pertaining to Sony 

ericson and St-ericsson, has been assured by Det norske Veritas, 

see Assurance Statement on page 93. the GRI G3 guidelines have 

been used in compiling this Report and a complete GRI compilation 

appears online. ericsson’s Sustainability and Corporate Responsibi-

lity Report 2010 has achieved an A+ application level, which means 

the Report has been externally assured, and that the application level 

has been checked by a third party, Det norske Veritas.
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basic needs for people—a core part of societal infrastructure as es-

sential as roads and bridges. It is revolutionizing the way we provide 

education and healthcare, how we build our cities and how we run 

our businesses. As a catalyst for more sustainable development, we 

have only begun to tap the possibilities of the networked Society.

the transformational power of ICt to spur socio-economic deve-

lopment and put us on the path of a low-carbon economy has 

never been greater. By applying our innovation to market-based 

solutions that empower people, business and society, ericsson in-

tends to be a major part of the exciting changes taking place today 

that will shape a more sustainable world – we call this techno-

logy for Good. Broadband and mobility applied to address the big 

challenges of our time, like poverty alleviation and climate change, 

are enabling greater progress towards reaching the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs) by 2015. technology for Good is not 

only good for sustainability; it is also good for business because it 

sparks innovation and opportunities.

It took 100 years to connect one billion places, but only 25 years to 

connect five billion people. there are 600 million mobile broadband 

subscriptions today. that figure is likely to jump to one billion this 

year and 5 billion by 2016. three fundamental forces are driving 

what happens with this level of global connectivity: Mobility—the 

freedom to be anywhere; broadband—the power to access limit-

less information, and cloud computing—enabling instant, on-de-

mand content to any device. 

Heading for a transformation

with these new capabilities in the networks, industries all over the 

world are transforming. from smart grids to connected cars to mo-

bile health and sustainable cities, technology is unleashing trans-

formative ways of doing things. In 2010, ericsson began working 

even more closely with other sectors, such as healthcare, trans-

port and utilities to capitalize on these new opportunities.  

dear stakeholders,

In a world full of connections—business and personal, local and glo-

bal—we find ourselves on the brink of a new era: the networked So-

ciety. In this next phase of the development of information and com-

munication technology (ICt) everything that can benefit from being 

connected will be connected. Broadband and mobility have become 

our work is not about philanthropy. for lasting change, there has 

to be a sustainable business case. our goal is to encourage new 

business models and market-based solutions that are scalable and 

replicable in the more then 180 countries where we have customers. 

the networked Society brings many opportunities and challenges. 

wherever and however we work, we want to ensure that we are a force 

for good, and that our technology contributes to making the world a 

better place. for example, in Africa almost 70 percent of girls do not 

receive a secondary school education, and in sub-Saharan Africa, 12 

million girls do not enroll. However, a girl who does receive an educa-

tion can expect her wages to increase by 15 to 20 percent and she 

invests 90 percent of that income back into her family and community. 

eRICSSon IS tHe LeADInG GLoBAL ADVoCAte foR teCHno-

LoGy foR GooD. eLAIne weIDMAn-GRUnewALD, VICe PReSI-

Dent foR SUStAInABILIty AnD CoRPoRAte ReSPonSIBILIty 

exPLAInS tHIS CoMMItMent. 

technology is at the heart of what ericsson does. our sustainabi-

lity and corporate responsibility initiatives focus on two main are-

as: energy and climate change and socio-economic development. 

Coupled with our understanding of global sustainability challenges 

such as climate change, human rights, poverty alleviation, impro-

ved health, universal education, and economic development, we 

use our expertise and apply innovative solutions in partnership 

with stakeholders to help address these issues.

letter FROM THE CEO

Technology for Good: 
Towards lasting change
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Reaching policy makers about the transformative power of ICt is 

vital. In May 2010, I was asked to join the Broadband Commis-

sion for Digital Development co-founded by ItU, the Un agency for 

information and communication technologies and UneSCo, the 

United nations educational, Scientific and Cultural organization. 

In September the Broadband Commission delivered recommen-

dations to Un Secretary General Ban-Ki Moon to accelerate the 

attainment of the MDGs in the report “A 2010 Leadership Impera-

tive: the future Built on Broadband.” I have more recently agreed 

to lead the Commission’s Climate Change working group, and will 

continue to raise the awareness of governments, other industries 

and nGos about the role that broadband can play.

with opportunity also comes responsibility. with the landmark 

“Smart 2020” report, the industry set the vision of using ICt solu-

tions to reduce global business-as-usual carbon emissions by 15 

percent by 2020. now we must deliver on that promise, in ways 

that will result not in incremental but rather transformative change: 

where video conferencing substitutes business air travel; intelli-

gent utility grids reinvent how we access and use energy, and cities 

are designed to be low-carbon, or even, as with the ambition of 

Stockholm Royal Seaport, climate-positive.

facing tHe cHallenges

there are certainly challenges ahead. By 2016, mobile data traf-

fic will increase by about 25 times, driven primarily by video. this 

must not lead to an unsustainable increase in the ICt industry’s 

energy footprint. ericsson puts enormous emphasis on increasing 

the energy-efficiency of our products and reducing the environmen-

tal impact of our operations. we are on track with our Group target 

to reduce our carbon footprint by 40 percent over five years. we 

are also part of a major european Commission research initiative, 

the eARtH project, with the aim of improving energy-efficiency of 

mobile systems by at least 50 percent. 

HAnS VeStBeRG
Ceo AnD PReSIDent
eRICSSon

operators. the initiative began in Africa and we expect it to expand 

to other continents during 2011. 

In considering solutions to climate change, we identified a gap 
between technology development and policy making. we continue 
to raise awareness of the role that broadband and ICt can play in 
the global climate discussions, and we were actively engaged in 
the industry effort to develop the Guadalajara ICt Declaration for 

transformative Low-Carbon Solutions.

throughout this report you will read about our achievements and 
initiatives during 2010. you will also find stakeholder viewpoints 
on many of the global issues we collectively face. engaging with 
stakeholders is the way to advance our own learning, and that of 
our partners, towards solving shared challenges. I invite you to 
learn more on the pages that follow about the progress we are 
making toward realizing the commitment to technology for Good.              

And I would of course welcome your feedback. Please contact us 

at corporate.responsibility@ericsson.com.

through our work with the earth Institute and Millennium Promi-
se, we have co-founded a global education initiative, Connect to 
Learn, which uses Information and Communications technology 
(ICt) to enable access 
to a 21st century edu-
cation that every child 
deserves. the poten-
tial is enormous and the 
challenges are real. By 
working in public-private 
partnership, we are deli-
vering PC as a Service, 
a cloud- based compu-
ting solution which lo-
wers costs for schools, 
reduces complexity for 
teachers and promotes a 
new business for mobile 

ericsson is committed to ensuring that the transformative power 
of communication reaches everyone, even those who remain the 
most “un-networked” in our society, the four billion people living 
at the base of the pyramid. But we need to redouble our efforts if 
the world is to meet the deadline for the Millennium Development 
Goals. Many of our initiatives are profiled in this report.

our Code of Conduct and Code of Business ethics are part of our 
backbone. we remain committed to the principles of the Un Glo-
bal Compact in the areas of human rights, labor, environment and 
anti-corruption, and this report contains our annual Communica-
tion on Progress. we see telecommunications as a basic human 
right, which strengthens other rights: to health, to education, to a 
livelihood. As we have seen from major political and world events 
in 2011, it also furthers the right to freedom of speech, for people 
to share and discuss opinions, to connect to the world and report 
on local developments.

In our commitment to strong business ethics, we further strengthe-
ned our Supplier Code of Conduct and in 2010 we appointed a 
Chief Compliance officer to focus on ericsson’s anti-corruption 
program and other issues.

there are responsibilities and challenges that come with the net-
worked Society and in achieving our commitment to technology 
for Good. But for me, the key words remain opportunity and trust. 
I am excited to be part of an industry where the full transformative 
power of the technology is yet to come. ericsson intends to play a 

major role in driving that potential forward.
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Making 
Sustainability 
Core

oUR SUStAInABILIty StRAteGIeS
•	 Reduce our customers´ environmental impacts through strong leadership in energy-efficiency and environmental performance

•	 Promote new business opportunities and ICt-based solutions for a low-carbon economy

•	 Drive the socio-economic value of ICt solutions and new business opportunities to shape lives and enable economic growth

•	 Manage	corporate	responsibility	risks	to	build	stakeholder	trust

•	 Reduce	environmental	impacts	from	Ericsson’s	own	activities	while	building	a	strong	internal	culture	of	engagement	with	sustainability

In the move towards a low-carbon economy, there are many sus-

tainability-driven opportunities enabled by ICt that substitute or 

optimize more carbon-intensive activities within areas such as 

transportation, electricity generation and management, and urban 

development.  through energy-efficient product design and our 

sustainability consulting services, we also enable our customers 

to reduce their own environmental impact. 

oUR APPRoACH

to capture new opportunities in partnership with a wide range of 

stakeholders, ericsson’s approach is three-fold:

•	 to	deliver	greater	value	to	customers	through	innovative,	

energy-saving infrastructure and technology

•	 to	work	with	government	and	industry	to	leverage	the	sus-

tainability potential of fixed and mobile broadband through 

partnerships, policy advocacy and standardization 

•	 to	work	with	employees	to	embed	sustainability	firmly	in	 

every aspect of the business and the brand

MeASURInG PeRfoRMAnCe

During 2010, ericsson’s environmental Policy was expanded to a 

Sustainability Policy. the Sustainability and Corporate Responsibili-

ty Strategy is one of ericsson’s key functional strategies, included in 

our core business strategy, and actively implemented by our three 

Business Units and 10 Regions. Continuous dialogue with external 

and internal stakeholders at all levels of the company informs the 

Strategy and helps prioritize the issues most material for ericsson.

Implementation of the Strategy is measured at Group, Regional and 

Business Unit levels against three parameters: thought leadership, 

perception and performance. the first gauges participation in advo-

cacy, global policy discussions and other leadership opportunities 

such as specific projects and development of thought leader con-

cepts; the second looks at how stakeholders view ericsson’s per-

formance; and finally, performance is measured on how effectively 

implementation is made and measured via key goals and targets. 

Performance against all three parameters is linked to the company 

incentive program, monitored on a quarterly and/or bi-yearly basis 

and our objectives and achievements are reported on annually.

oUR VISIon

the ericsson vision is to be the prime driver in an all-communica-

ting world. In today’s networked Society, this means harnessing 

technology, competence and innovation to empower people, busi-

ness and society. ericsson’s mobile and fixed networks, multime-

dia solutions and telecom services aim to make a real difference to 

people’s lives, to business, and to the economy, enabling change 

towards a more sustainable world. technology for Good is how we 

express our vision for sustainability and corporate responsibility.  

Connectivity has the power to make a positive impact on society 

and the environment, helping to tackle some of the world’s biggest 

challenges, like poverty, human rights and climate change.

As part of this vision, sustainability and corporate responsibility 

is central to ericsson’s business strategy. Sustainability delivers a 

number of benefits for ericsson: new business opportunities, redu-

ced risk, value for the brand and for customers, market leadership, 

and attractiveness as an employer. 

tHe oPPoRtUnIty

ericsson sees a strong business case for innovative, sustainability-

inspired solutions and services, both in developed and developing 

markets. this case is expected to strengthen as increased demand 

leads to economies of scale.

ericsson’s strategy embraces two key focus areas: the socio-

economic impact of fixed and mobile broadband as an enabler 

of societal change and delivering more carbon-efficient solutions 

towards a low-carbon economy.

Affordable, accessible and efficient broadband technology can 

make a significant contribution to breaking the cycle of poverty, 

enabling people in developing countries and emerging markets to 

participate in – and benefit from – the networked Society. ICt, deli-

vered through public-private partnerships, is seen as a key enabler 

in accelerating the push towards achieving the Millennium Deve-

lopment Goals (MDGs) by 2015.
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Managing 
our key 
issues

enABLInG CoMMUnICAtIon foR ALL

ericsson can best contribute to sustainable development and the Millennium  

Development Goals by making telecommunications more accessible and  

affordable for all. no longer a luxury, better connectivity has become an engine  

for economic growth and prosperity, allowing developing nations to seize the 

opportunities of the networked Society (p. 14).

ReDUCInG oUR enVIRonMentAL IMPACt
we design and manufacture products and solutions in the most efficient way, 

with a view to preserving scarce resources throughout the value chain, in order to 

minimize our environmental footprint and that of our customers. we also optimize 

our own business operations to reduce the environmental footprint (p. 28).

enABLInG A Low-CARBon eConoMy

the ICt sector has huge potential to lead the transformation to a low-carbon 

economy by offering solutions to reduce the 98 percent of carbon emissions that 

come from other industries and sectors. ericsson is working on solutions for smart 

grids, remote work, intelligent transport and other innovative uses of ICt (p. 44).

ConDUCtInG BUSIneSS ReSPonSIBLy

Good governance with a strong focus on corporate ethics is essential to doing 

business responsibly and enhancing investor confidence. High environmental and 

social standards are applied to our global supply chain and we put continuous 

focus on working with our suppliers to ensure those standards are met (p. 62).

eMPoweRInG PeoPLe 
with an engaged and diverse workforce, ericsson is better positioned to achieve 

our business and sustainability aims, attract and retain talent, respond to our 

customers’ needs and maintain a competitive advantage.  we also focus on deve-

loping our knowledge capital through learning excellence (p. 72).

CARInG foR tHe CoMMUnIty

In every region of the world where ericsson operates, we engage in initiatives to 

address sustainability challenges. our employees contribute actively to diverse 

communities, joining local stakeholders to tap the power of ICt to benefit society. 

ericsson Response is our worldwide employee volunteer initiative to deploy ICt 

for disaster relief and humanitarian aid (p. 78).

We focus on the sustainability and corporate responsibility issues that are most 

material to ericsson, our sector and our stakeholders. these are determined  

through a continuous process of review, consultation, and assessment that  

takes its starting point in the sustainability strategy.

the framework for ericsson’s materiality process is our Sustainability Strategy. By 

materiality, we mean the issues most critical to ericsson from a sustainability and 

corporate responsibility perspective. these issues are weighed in terms of their im-

portance and relevance to our business, to our stakeholders, and to society and the 

environment. In determining materiality, we also take into account relevant reporting 

guidelines and industry commitments, such as the Global Reporting Initiative and the 

United nations Global Compact. our most relevant issues fall within six key areas:
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we consult a wide range of stakeholders both within ericsson and 

externally when determining our most relevant issues. we engage 

actively in society to stay informed and to contribute to important 

developments and to the public debate on issues important to 

ericsson and our stakeholders. our stakeholder engagement is a 

continuous dialogue that provides vital input to the development 

and focus areas of our Sustainability Strategy.

we also prioritize issues through different methods of assessing 

our major impacts on society, the economy and the environment. 

Key among these is our life-cycle assessment (LCA) approach. we 

use LCA to determine the environmental impacts of our activities 

on a variety of environmental impact areas, including eco systems, 

biodiversity, water and air emissions, hazardous substances and 

carbon dioxide emissions. through LCA, we have determined that 

energy use and Co2 emissions are the most material environmen-

tal impacts for ericsson. 

Determining materiality  
we also analyze surveys run by independent organizations and 

customers as another valuable input to the materiality process. In 

2010, the findings of the Monitoring and evaluation Study of the 

Millennium Villages project in sub-Saharan Africa (p. 16) provided 

insights that led ericsson to prioritize in a more systematic way the 

importance of measuring the impacts of our products and solu-

tions on socio-economic development.

the annual cycle of reviewing our sustainability strategy taps the 

knowledge and expertise of diverse functions within the Group or-

ganization as well as with individuals responsible for Sustainability 

Strategy and corporate responsibility in the 10 Regions and our 

Business units. the Sustainability Strategy is one of the ericsson 

functional strategies and is fully integrated in the ericsson strategy 

and target process. this review process tracks the latest trends 

and developments for our stakeholders and the industry.

eMPoweRInG PeoPLe 

tALent MAnAGeMent

eMPLoyee enGAGeMent

DIVeRSIty

InDUStRy  

CoLLABoRAtIon

StAnDARDIzAtIon

PoLICy DeVeLoPMent

CARInG foR  

tHe CoMMUnIty

teLeCoM foR DISASteR

WEIGHING the issues 
the circles categorize the issues of greatest concern for ericsson 

and our stakeholders and with the highest potential impact on our 

business. the green circles are the issues of the greatest magnitude, 

followed in importance by the circles in blue and the circles in purple.
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Ear to the ground
we value the opportunity to learn from our stakeholders, as a way 

to shape and guide our Sustainability Strategy and to inform the 

content of our annual Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility 

Report. Stakeholder dialogue and engagement helps to strengthen 

our approach to sustainability.

During 2010, we participated in the low-carbon and environmental 

leadership assessment by wwf and Gartner as well as the Green-

peace Cool It Leaderboard survey. we are also regularly asked to 

respond to inquiries on performance in other areas, such as supply 

chain management, by nGos in different parts of the world. our 

participation in such surveys provides insight into the issues of 

greatest concern to nGos and their members, and these are taken 

on board as we assess where to focus our activities and priorities.

Also in 2010, our stakeholder engagement with industry partners, 

governments and nGos influenced our decision to look more close-

ly at the potential of ericsson to contribute with our products and 

solutions to address the estimated 98 percent of carbon emissions 

that come from other industries.

our ongoing stakeholder dialogue also made clear the need for 

greater awareness among governments about the role the ICt 

can play in addressing climate change, which heightened the im-

portance of advocacy for ericsson as part of our strategy. It is 

precisely this type of insight from stakeholder engagement that 

led ericsson to take a leadership role in initiatives such as the 

Broadband Commission for Digital Development.

each year ericsson conducts a customer satisfaction survey of ap-

proximately 10,000 representatives of our customers worldwide. 

we also survey customers’ perceptions of ericsson’s performance 

on specific questions related to sustainability. these include helping 

to make telecom more available for all and bridging the digital 

divide; making the world more sustainable, and reducing environ-

mental impact. 

In addition, over 1,300 employees responded to the annual online 

poll ranking the sustainability issues they think ericsson should 

focus on.  

the three top issues for employees in 2010: 

1. Communication for all – making communications more  

 affordable and accessible in order to alleviate poverty  

 and bridge the digital divide.

2. Increased focus on use of renewable energy sources   

 such as wind and solar for telecom.

3. Development of services and solutions to help customers  

 minimize.
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InVeStoRS AnD 
AnALyStS

•	 Multiple one-on-one meetings
•	 Surveys and questionnaires

•	 Integration of CR into business strategies 
and operations globally

•	 Supply chain management

•	 Continued strong focus on supply chain 

CUStoMeRS •	 Meetings and workshops  
•	 Bid requirements
•	 Customer satisfaction survey
•	 Customer engagement initiatives

•	  energy efficient solutions, carbon 
footprint and measurement methods

•	 Supply chain management 
•	 Rural, low-income business case
•	 occupational health and safety (oHS)
•	 Sustainable city solutions  
•	 Proactive phase-out of hazardous 

substances, enabling effective end of  
life treatment of telecom equipment

•	 Design for environment 

•	 Carbon footprint reduction targets
•	 new solutions and services for energy optimization  

and rural low-income segments  
•	 energy/Co2 standardization
•	 Continued strong focus on supply chain 
•	 oHSAS 18001 certification
•	 Public-private partnerships

eMPLoyeeS •	 Annual employee survey
•	 Sustainability collaboration site 
•	 All-employee meetings  

•	 Communication for all
•	 Increased focus on renewable energy 

sources
•	 Development of customer serivces and 

solutions to help minimizing their energy 
use and Co2 emissions

•	 Help customer to reduce their climate 
change impact by developing ICt 
technologies and services

•	 focus on decreasing energy consumption 
and environmental performance in our 
own operations 

•	 Key issues are input to the strategy work 
•	 focus on the direct impacts of our operations
•	 All-employee Sustainability and CR e-learning and 

engagement program

SUPPLIeRS •	  Supplier audits, assessments
•	 Seminars  
•	 online Code of Conduct training

•	  Supplier Code of Conduct compliance
•	 network Rollout and related oHS issues
•	 Reduce carbon footprint
•	 environmental management

•	  Increased focus on local sourcing 
•	 online Code of Conduct training for all suppliers
•	 Audits, assessments

InDUStRy 
PARtneRS AnD 
StAnDARDIzAtIon

•	 Participate in industry fora, 
initiatives and standardization 
bodies

•	 Standards for assessment of climate 
change and measurement of energy- 
efficiency 

•	 Materials data handling and chemicals 
management

•	 Broadband for digital development
•	 Supply chain management and conflict 

minerals
•	 effective handling of e-waste globally

•	 Active submissions to ItU and other  
standardization bodies  

•	 Launch of Broadband Commission on Digital  
Development Report 

•	 Participation in industry organizations such as GSMA,  
GeSI, ItI and Digital europe 

•	 Un SteP initiative to handle e-waste globally and  
Ghana e-waste project.

GoVeRnMentS •	 Public policy outreach at CoP16
•	 Meetings with governmental 

bodies on e- and m-health
•	 Broadband for GDP and job 

growth

•	 Importance of broadband for social and 
economic development and climate 
change

•	 ensure that energy and carbon footprint 
of sector does not increase

•	 Participation in ICt4ee forum
•	 Participate in organizations such as the Broadband 

Commission on Digital Development
•	 Helped to establish and leading the Climate Change 

working Group of the Broadband Commission 
•	 Led industry initiative in GeSI to launch the Guadalajara 

ICt Declaration 

ConSUMeR AnD 
BUSIneSS USeRS

•	 Consumer and business research •	 Impact of connectivity on improving lives 
and fostering economic development 
(GDP; job creation)

•	 electromagnetic fields (eMf)

•	 Published Millennium Villages Monitoring and evaluation 
Report

•	 Arthur D. Little, ericsson study analyzing impact of more 
than a 100 studies on social and economic impacts 

•	 Radio waves and health information and research

nGoS AnD 
InteRnAtIonAL 
oRGAnIzAtIonS

•	 Public-private partnerships and 
engagement on selected topics

•	 Surveys and benchmarks

•	 technological assistance, support and 
partnership

•	 telecom for low-carbon economies 
•	 Disaster management, m-health 
•	 Conflict minerals

•	 Selected public-private partnerships regarding telecom  
for disaster management and m-health

•	 Conflict minerals and supply chain engagement
•	 China nGo coalition on environmental issues

ReSeARCH 
InStItUteS

•	 Participate in international 
research 

•	 technological assistance, support and 
partnership

•	 telecom for low-carbon economies 
•	 energy-efficiency of future telecom 

networks 
•	 Smart grids, intelligent transport, health

•	 Stockholm Royal Seaport Project
•	 Sustainability Mobility at the earth Institute
•	 Stanford Mobisocial Project
•	 eARtH Project
•	 Columbia University Monitoring & evaluation Report
•	 KtH Center for Sustainable Communications

  StAKeHoLDeR 2010 enGAGeMent ACtIVItIeS Key ISSUeS IDentIfIeD How ARe we ADDReSSInG tHe ISSUeS

ericsson’s  Sustainability Strategy directly addresses issues of concern to our stakeholders.

Engaging with stakeholders

OUR STAkEHOLDERS 
ericsson’s key stakeholders include investors, customers, employees, suppliers, industry partners, governments, consumer and business 

users of telecommunications services, non-governmental organizations, standardization bodies, research institutes and the media.
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Activities 
around the world

In Italy, young entrepreneurs 
push the boundaries of ICt 
with innovative application 
in the ego Programme 
sponsored by ericsson. A geo-
localization application to help 
parents stay in touch with their 
children is one winning idea.

Spain and Italy’s largest utilities 
(endesa and Acea, respectively) 
are working with ericsson to enable 
more intelligent electricity grids.

At Stockholm Royal Seaport, a new 
frontier in sustainable urban design that 
will house 30,000 people and aims to 
dramatically shrink the carbon footprint 
of urban living, ericsson is ICt solutions 
advisor.  

Europe

In Mexico, ericsson was 
among the ICt leaders at 
the CoP16 climate change 
negotiations delivering the 
Guadalajara ICt Declaration 
for transformative Low-
Carbon Solutions.  

 In the remote Belterra region 
of the Amazon, ericsson and 
operator Vivo are rolling out 
mobile broadband voice and 
internet access, e-health and 
e-education services to 30,000 
people in 175 Amazon villages 
who will have connectivity for the 
first time.

Central 
and South 
America

In 2010, ericsson activities to support sustainability and corporate responsibility took 

place all over the world, including:

for more information on ericsson’s sustainability and corporate responsibility activities 

around the world, visit www.ericsson.com/sustainability

AUStRALIA

BRAzIL

BRUneI

CAnADA

CHInA

etHIoPIA

GHAnA

HAItI

InDIA

ItALy

JAPAn 

KenyA

LIBeRIA

MALAwI

MALI

MexICo

nIGeRIA

PAKIStAn

PHILIPPIneS

RwAnDA

SeneGAL

SeRBIA

SPAIn

SweDen

tAIwAn

tAnzAnIA

UGAnDA 

UK

USA

In new york, ericsson Ceo Hans Vestberg 
was among the Commissioners delivering 
to the Un General Secretary the results 
of the Broadband Commission for Digital 
Development’s report on using broadband 
to help meet the Millennium Development 
Goals. 

the technology for Good 
photo exhibit at new york’s 
Grand Central Station 
highlighted the power 
of telecommunications 
to empower people and 
change lives, marking the 
tenth anniversary of the 
Millennium Development 
Goals.

North 
America
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Innovative thinkers in Japan were 
recognized for their research into low 
power-consumption devices through 
the ericsson telecommunication 
Award and young Scientists Award.

“Less carbon, more love to the earth” was the 
slogan of an interactive game promoted on the 
web site of ericsson taiwan, to demonstrate 
the use of ICt to reduce environmental impact.

More than 800,000 base stations in 
China have been equipped with the 
ericsson Power Save feature over 
the past three years, resulting in a 
dramatic savings in energy-efficiency.

Asia

In the village of Kokoyah, 
Liberia, ericsson will begin 
to turn the lights on, thanks 
to a new solution designed 
to share base station excess 
power with surrounding 
local communities lacking 
electricity. 

Ghana and tanzania are 
among the first countries 
to benefit from Connect 
to Learn, a public-private 
partnership to bring 
ICt to schools, provide 
secondary school 
scholarships targeting 
girls, and to improve 
quality and availability of 
education.

weather is critical for the 3.5 million 
people living along Lake Victoria 
in east Africa. ericsson is working 
with partners on weather Info for All: 
establishing weather stations that 
use mobile broadband for pre-
disaster weather alerts, climate data 
collection, and weather information.  

africa

Refugees in Uganda and 
Kenya are able to connect 
with their loved ones 
thanks to an ericsson-
designed mobile phone 
application allowing them 
to register to search for 
loved ones via, Refugees 
United, an anonymous 
database. 

In Manila, street children 
are getting a chance to 
get off the streets and into 
the classroom through a 
Mobile education program 
from ericsson together with 
UnICef.

In Australia, ericsson is 
deploying the 4G/Lte wireless 
telecom network for customer 
energyAustralia to enable 
Australia’s first fully integrated, 
commercial-scale smart grid as 
part of the Smart Grid, Smart City 
demonstration project.

Australia
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Better connectivity improves quality of life. no longer a luxury, connectivity is a basic infrastructure for economic 
growth and prosperity. for developing regions keen to seize the opportunities of the networked society, ict is an 
enabler, a gateway to global 21st century knowledge and information. it also has a vital role to play in achieving the 
millennium development goals by opening up access to services that improve livelihoods and quality of life. 

 COMMUNICATION 
FOR ALL

Affordable and accessible mobile broadband technology can help break the cycle of 

poverty for millions around the world. But to be sustainable, there must be a strong 

business case. ericsson is helping to make that happen. 

In 2010, our focus was to introduce new solutions to benefit those at the base of the 

pyramid, build on the progress of a range of ongoing projects and initiate partnerships 

to achieve common goals. Among the main achievements was the launch of a public-

private partnership to provide secondary school scholarships targeting girls, Connect 

to Learn (p. 18) and the introduction of a mobile phone application to help refugees 

trace loved ones, together with nGo Refugees United (p. 22). 

Solutions in 2010 focused on applications to support distribution of weather informa-

tion, agriculture and community power. we are working in east Africa with partners 

such as operator Mtn in Uganda to enable weather Information for All, with the aim to 

establish weather stations in Africa and use mobile broadband applications to provide 

pre-disaster weather alerts, climate data collection, and weather information. Such a 

service is critical for the 200,000 fishermen and 3.5 million people who live on the bor-

ders of Lake Victoria in east Africa and depend on it for their livelihood. In 2009, ericsson 

completed establishing a mobile communications network with operator Airtel (formerly 

zain) that covers 80 percent of the lake where fishing activity occurs. A 2010 report, 

“Life lines at Lake Victoria”, available at www.ericsson.com, makes recommendations 

for further expanding the capabilities now in place to further boost safety and economic 

growth. within agriculture, ericsson developed the ericsson Mobile Auction System to 

assist farmers to get accurate market information to sell their goods (p. 26). 

More than 500,000 people throughout 11 countries in sub-Saharan Africa benefit from 

mobile connectivity as a result of the Millennium Villages Project. 

the Millennium Villages are located in: ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, nigeria, 

Rwanda, Senegal, tanzania, Uganda and Liberia.

Un Millennium  
Development Goals
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Mobile connectivity fuels economic growth, which is particularly 

vital for the billions of people living at the base of the economic 

pyramid—the markets of the future.  the vital difference mobile 

technology can make to quality of life is being demonstrated to-

day in the Millennium Villages. these are 12 village clusters in 11 

countries, where ericsson is bringing mobile communications to 

over half a million people. the project is a public-private partner-

ship with operators Mtn and Airtel (formerly zain), Sony ericsson, 

Columbia University’s earth Institute, the Millennium Promise, and 

the United nations Development Programme (UnDP) and ericsson.

Building up the base 
of the pyramid

Among the study’s findings:

•	 Connectivity	made	it	possible	for	parents	to	safely	allow	their	

children to attend school.

•	 If	we	assume	that	one	in	30	health	workers	can	save	one	life	

with the aid of a mobile phone, approximately 6000 lives can 

be saved per year in the rural areas of the four countries studied. 

(Kenya, nigeria, tanzania and Ghana).

•	 Cost	of	travel	decreases	with	the	use	of	mobile	phones,	with	

a saving per trip of five USD for people living on less than one 

USD a day.

introducing mobile networks has a significant influence on socio-economic development in low-income and remote 
communities – that’s the finding of a 2010 report evaluating the impact of broadband on the millennium Villages.

monitoring impact 

the 2010 Monitoring and evaluation Study of the impact of con-

nectivity in the Millennium Villages conducted by ericsson and Mil-

lennium Promise set an important baseline for measuring the po-

tential of mobile communications to influence human development 

in remote villages. 

By the end of 2010, nearly all of the villages had mobile communi-

cations capabilities. the study found positive impacts in areas such 

as health; (improved response to emergencies, better-trained and 

equipped health workers, reduced isolation); education (improved 

teacher presence, academic quality, and student attendance) and 

business and societal development (small business and industry 

sector development, reduced transportation costs and strength-

ened markets and social networks).

a Boost to tHe economy

In the first global review of over 100 socio-economic studies on the 

impacts of broadband investments conducted in 2010 by ericsson 

and Arthur D Little, every ten percentage points increase in broad-

band penetration are shown on average to deliver an isolated eco-

nomic effect on GDP growth of one percent. the study found that 

in developing and emerging markets, broadband penetration has a 

significant effect on economic growth, with 80 jobs created for every 

1000 broadband connections. while the GDP impact is increasingly 

established in many markets, ericsson’s Ceo focus is how this trend 

directly and indirectly improves lives. 

the developing and emerging markets represent the majority of 

new subscriber growth for the mobile industry. ericsson will contin-

ue to focus on solutions and sustainable business models that en-

able socio-economic development for the base of the pyramid. In 

Dertu, more than 3,000 phone minutes are logged daily in a village 

with only 5,000 to 6,000 inhabitants. Clearly, the demand for the 

benefits afforded by mobile broadband will only increase in future.

PoIntS InCReASe  

In MoBILe  

PenetRAtIon10% = 1%
GRowtH 

of GDP
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HEALTH 
Good healthcare is 

often difficult to ac-

cess in developing 

countries, especially 

in remote villages. 

In the Millennium 

Villages, mobile com-

munication is helping 

community health 

workers do their job 

better and save lives. 

education 

Bringing ICt to schools and awarding scholarships especially for 

girls is the aim of Connect to Learn, launched in 2010 in Africa by 

ericsson and partners in a new public-private initiative.

REFUGEES 

Refugees struggle 

to connect with their 

families. In 2010, 

ericsson joined with 

the Un High Com-

missioner for Refu-

gees (UnHCR) and 

Refugees United to 

deploy a mobile phone 

application making it 

easier to search for 

and connect with a 

loved one.

INNOVATION 

Sustainability and innovation go hand in hand at ericsson. Solutions aimed 

at stimulating socio-economic development and a low-carbon economy are 

enabling smart ways to spur small business development, improve education 

and make communication more affordable for all.

17



Learn to connect: 
connect to learn

achieving universal education and gender equality are key development challenges. they are two of the eight 

Un millennium development goals (mdgs). ict can play a major role in making them happen.

18



A three-part program

1
ICT in schools 
Implementation of ICt will provide 

global information sources and connect 

students to other schools around 

the world.  the first solutions have 

been identified and secured (PC as a 

Service, p. 20).

Global advocacy 

A spotlight will be focused on the 

critical role of ICt in education and the 

need to improve access to secondary 

education. 

Scholarships 
Deserving students, two-thirds of them 

girls, will receive secondary school 

scholarships by raising funds from a 

coalition of private, public and non-profit 

partners. the first scholarships have 

been deployed in Ghana and tanzania.

2 3

towards these goals, ericsson is developing new business models 

for ICt-enabled educational services. together with mobile opera-

tors and others seeking to bridge the digital divide, the aim is to 

scale up innovative solutions to a broad population.

a promising partnersHip

Connect to Learn is a first step. Launched in September 2010, 

this is a public-private partnership to provide secondary school 

scholarships targeting girls, to implement ICt in schools, and to 

improve quality and availability of education. ericsson is partner-

ing with Millennium Promise, an nGo committed to supporting the 

achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) and the 

earth Institute at Columbia University as technical advisor. 

ericsson believes that the educational opportunities afforded by 

modern broadband technology should be inclusive. equal access 

to education is the right of every child and is part of ericsson’s 

commitment to contribute to the MDG 2: achieving universal edu-

cation. while that Goal has been focused on primary education, 

ericsson and partners recognize the need to drive progress in sec-

ondary education as well. During 2010 the initiative was launched 

in three countries in sub-Saharan Africa: Ghana, tanzania and 

South Africa. Knowing that many programs for ICt deployment 

to schools fail, even in mature markets, a conscious decision was 

made to focus on a small number of schools in each country that 

face multiples obstacles to development, including lack of electric-

ity, bandwidth, and teacher competence. 

In total, five schools were selected, feasibility studies concluded 

and ICt solutions are being rolled out. the focus is on building a 

model that is sustainable from an academic, technology and busi-

ness perspective. In some cases, such as in tanzania, extensive 

preparations had to be made, such as the installation of solar pow-

er equipment to power the ICt equipment. In 2011 it is expected 

that, together with our partners, many more schools across Africa 

as well as schools in Latin America, Asia, the Middle east will also 

join the initiative.

targeting cost and complexity

there are considerable challenges in introducing modern broad-

band technology to schools in developing countries. Among them: 

the logistical difficulties of bringing connectivity to rural areas; 

access to electricity; security; low levels of It knowledge among 

teachers; and the lack of strong business model to ensure efforts 

are sustainable. this means demonstrating the business opportu-

nities to operators and convincing governments to include ICt in 

national education policies and budgets.

to address these challenges, ericsson is deploying solutions such 

as PC as a Service (p. 20) that lower both initial costs and total 

ownership costs for schools, significantly lower the complexity of 

technology solutions for schools, teachers and students, and pro-

mote the role of network operators as a provider of both bandwidth 

and applications for education.
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oPenInG CLASSRooM DooRS In 
SoUtH AfRICA   
In much of sub-Saharan Africa, meal programs, security, infrastruc-

ture, equipment and academic performance can determine wheth-

er a student attends school. Under the umbrella of the Connect to 

Learn Initiative, in Johannesburg, South Africa, ericsson has devel-

oped a set of innovative communication technologies and applica-

tions that help tackle barriers to education. Project partners are 

It School Innovation (ItSI), a high school ICt education company; 

Junction training, an nGo and multi-facet training company, and 

Infundo, a registered charity aimed at breaking the cycle of poverty 

through life-changing programs. 

Called Ericsson Education Suite, the solutions optimize bandwidth 

constraints, where these exist, and address other barriers through 

four main focus areas:

•	 Curriculum: Curriculum sharing, creation and access across  

 multiple devices and sources

•	 Distance: Distance learning and real-time collaboration among  

 schools, teachers and students across significant distances

•	 Community:  facilitating communication among students,  

 teachers, sponsors and the general public

•	 Management: Meeting, managing and tracking the needs of  

 schools, teachers, and students 

Parents can receive messages about their children’s progress, 

teachers can report missed attendance, and community members 

can sponsor schools virtually through mobile money systems. 

Deployed in 2010 in eight schools in South Africa, the project cov-

ers about 8,000 students and 160 teachers, with plans to expand 

the project during 2011 to cover 150 additional schools.

CHAnGInG tHe GAMe
People in developing countries face barriers to education, includ-

ing cost, bandwidth constraints, accessibility and complexity. 

these can be overcome through models such as PC as a Service, 

a solution being explored by ericsson and novatium Solutions Ltd 

of India (in which ericsson has a partial ownership stake). the so-

lution will enable consumers and enterprises to be provided with 

a low-cost terminal that delivers computing services via cloud 

computing. through devices located in schools, companies or 

homes, the aim is to offer a virtual desktop: the ability to access 

the computer operating system applications and content over the 

Internet. when scaled, PC as a Service presents a game-changer 

in terms of making ICt solutions for education more widely avail-

able and affordable to a greater number of users.

the complexity and maintenance involved in using a PC is radical-

ly reduced, for example, by removing the hassle of virus protec-

tion as well as software updates and installation on each device.

LeARnqUICK
opening the door to learning for those in rural areas without access 

to PCs, the Internet, or schools, LearnQuick is another example 

of a mobile learning tool developed by ericsson. offering mobile 

phone users customized lessons on a mobile device, the tool gears 

lessons to a wide range of users, including students, teachers, and 

professionals—and is even being used to deliver agricultural-related 

education and services. In essence, a standard digital web-based 

education package is adapted to the mobile device, whilst preserv-

ing elements of interactivity and allowing education to be tailored to 

the specific user. Rollout of this service is being explored together 

with education authorities and operators in China.

first, to see a significant number of scholar-

ship students complete secondary school. 

Second, to develop new models in which 

connectivity empowers students, their teach-

ers and their communities. third, to leverage 

viewpoint

this experience to achieve broader break-

throughs that ensure every child has the op-

portunity to complete a twenty-first century 

secondary education.    

JoHn MCARtHUR IS Ceo of MILLennIUM PRoMISe, A non-PRofIt oRGAnIzAtIon DeDI-
CAteD to SUPPoRtInG tHe ACHIeVeMent of tHe MILLennIUM DeVeLoPMent GoALS, 
woRKInG wItH eRICSSon In tHe MILLennIUM VILLAGeS AnD wItH ConneCt to LeARn.  

What will define success for Connect to Learn?

educational solutions
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CALL of tHe AMAzon 
Living in remote, isolated communities, the people of Belterra in 

the Amazon face enormous challenges in the provision of health 

and education. now remote villages in the region have connectiv-

ity for the first time through project Conexão Belterra (Connect 

Belterra). together with Brazilian operator Vivo and the nGo Proj-

ect Saúde & Alegria, ericsson provided mobile broadband voice 

and Internet access network, as well as e-health and e-education 

services, to 30,000 people in Brazil. the aim is to extend coverage 

to 175 villages.

this is the first 3G/wCDMA base station deployed in this Amazon 

region. Saúde & Alegria supported the project with community 

development programs within health, organization, forest econo-

my, education, culture and communication. today the network in 

Belterra has reached full capacity and is being expanded rapidly.

to measure the impact of mobile connectivity, UfPA (federal Uni-

versity of Pará) and the education institution faculdades Integradas 

do tapajós, interviewed 403 people from the region (see graph).  

In addition to positive impacts on business and education, the 

mobile network enables the boat-hospital run by Saúde & Alegria 

to transmit digitally exam results and analyse them together with 

leading hospital, Hospital Albert einstein, to assist its 15,000 pa-

tients a year. ericsson’s Mobile Survey tool is used for monitoring 

of environmental impacts, patient diagnosis, communication with 

communities and quality of life studies.

Conexão Belterra was a top finalist for the Global Mobile Award 

for Best Use of Mobile for Social and economic Development at 

the 2011 Mobile world Congress.  

StUDentS 
APPLyInG 
foR MoBILe 
& DIStAnCe 
LeARnInG 

StUDentS 
DoInG 
ReSeARCH 
onLIne

tRADeRS 
wItH In-
CReASeD 
SALeS

MoBILe BRoADBAnD USe In BeLteRRA

20%

74%

43%
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Refugees united

In 2010, ericsson joined with Refugees United, the UnHCR and 

operator Mtn to develop and deploy a mobile phone application 

so refugees can register to search for a loved one via an anony-

mous operator database. the solution makes sense in Africa, 

where less than two percent of people have access to computers, 

but over 45 percent have a mobile phone. the service was piloted 

in Uganda in September with strong results and is extending to 

countries with great need during 2011. 

Danish brothers and social entrepreneurs David and Christopher 

Mikkelsen formed the non-profit Refugees United after spend-

ing years helping an Afghan refugee find his family. In 2008 they 

launched an anonymous online search engine but realized how 

crucial it was to have a mobile option. ericsson is making that so-

lution possible and scalable. this includes developing a platform 

for operators to offer the search-and-find services on a large scale.

the Refugees United project builds on ericsson’s decades of expe-

rience delivering connectivity to the African continent and building 

knowledge about how ICt can meet people’s needs. we continue 

to work with partners in support of the refugee cause and other 

underserved populations. In 2007, together with Mtn, the UnHCR 

and the GSMA Development fund, ericsson became involved in a 

project in northern Uganda to bring connectivity to refugee settle-

ments through mobile phone and Internet communication. 

Worldwide, some 43 million people have been forcibly displaced, according to the Un refugee agency (UnHcr). separated families 

have great difficulty in reuniting. mobile phones can play a crucial role in bringing loved ones back together.

“what we´re talking about is the un-net-

worked society. the world that refugees exist 

in is as unconnected as can be in 2011. they 

crave information. Refugees need to have 

access to knowledge about health, about 

viewpoint

infrastructure, about legal rights, and most 

importantly, from our perspective, the access 

to finding out information about their family´s 

whereabouts. technology is the access and 

mobile is the key.”

DAVID AnD CHRIStoPHeR MIKKeLSen,  

foUnDeRS of RefUGeeS UnIteD

What does mobile connectivity mean for refugees?
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In 2011
MoRe tHAn 

120,000 
RefUGeeS ARe  

exPeCteD to HAVe 
SIGneD UP 

In 2010

MoRe tHAn 

10,000 
RefUGeeS HAVe 

SIGneD UP
Source:  

Refugees United
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Towards a 
healthier future
many diseases that afflict people in de-
veloping countries, particularly women 
and children, are preventable and treat-
able. Healthcare systems face tremendous 
pressures to improve health quality, ac-
cessibility and outcomes affordably. digi-
tal health can help.

with the MDGs marking their tenth 

anniversary in 2010 and heading rap-

idly for the target date of 2015, meet-

ing the MDGs on health is a priority. 

Particularly in the poorest countries, 

too little progress has been made. with 

two-thirds of the population globally now 

within reach of a reliable means of voice 

and data communication, ICt can play  

a crucial role in improving access to health. 

ericsson is one of the founding members of the 

Un Digital Health Initiative (DHI), a public-private 

partnership working to create innovative models 

for the development and delivery of global health 

to millions in developing countries in a united effort 

to help achieve the MDGS on health. the DHI aims 

to confront the diseases of poverty more effectively 

and efficiently. Mobile communications in particu-

lar can empower individuals, communities, health 

workers and health institutions to improve delivery 

and accessibility of health services in a more cost-

efficient, streamlined way. 

Better Village HealtH

In the Millennium Villages in sub-Saharan Africa, 

digital health is enabling use of mobile broadband 

to save lives and improve health care delivery. with 

more than 2000 mobile phones supplied by Sony 

ericsson to the Village’s community health work-

ers, children under five, pregnant women and new-

borns can be monitored and patient records gen-

erated via applications such as Child Count+ and 

Ericsson Mobile Survey Tool. Some 800 commu-

nity health workers are being trained and deployed 

across 14 sites in 11 countries in Africa. A 2010 

Millennium Village Monitoring and evaluation Study 

traced a positive impact: rural health workers were 

better able to respond to emergencies, consult with 

other health staff, and ensure medications were in 

stock, resulting in reduced mortality rates. 

cross-sector approacH

to succeed, digital health must demonstrate a 

sound business case for all stakeholders, with a 

positive return on investment. this is a major 

finding from the joint 2010 report, 

“Challenges and opportunities in 

Scaling Up Digital Health” by erics-

son and the DHI. the report found 

that scale effects are key. Concerns 

such as cost, secure and reliable infra-

structure, legislation, safety regulations and 

harmonization of technologies and investments 

can be addressed through a government-led, mul-

tidisciplinary approach.

HealtH solUtions 

tHe connected Hospital

Digital health is easing delivery of healthcare ser-

vices in mature economies, too. A connected hos-

pital streamlines knowledge capture, collection and 

communication. the ericsson Research healthcare 

project CARe is cooperating with the University 

Hospital in Linkoping, Sweden to remotely monitor 

the health status of heart disease patients and using 

“smart” medicine dispensers that send mobile text 

message reminders if a patient forgets to take a pill. 

In our “Measuring emissions Right” white paper,   

ericsson has analyzed how the Healthcare Net-

working Information System we developed and de-

ployed in Croatia is enabling reduced carbon emis-

sions.  Ericsson Mobile Health is a new product in 

the healthcare area that enables remote measure-

ment of patients’ physiological parameters in case of 

different chronic diseases and conditions.
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InnoVAtIVe SoLUtIonS 
sustainability boosts innovation at ericsson, re-

sulting in solutions that benefit a wide cross-

section of society, from the developing regions to 

more established markets. 

Innovation is at the heart of what ericsson does. 

we continuously capture and implement ideas that 

improve internal processes, strengthen employee 

engagement and uncover new business opportu-

nities. with customers, we set up joint innovation 

labs to test ideas to take to market. these ideas 

are screened against a number of business criteria, 

among them sustainability, before committing to 

further investment. 

Increasingly sustainability is at the heart of what 

we do, too, driving new opportunities for ericsson. 

tackling poverty and universal access to education 

are the drivers behind Ericsson Mobile Auction 

(see below box), mobile learning tool Learnquick 

and PC as a Service, a virtual desktop (p. 20), or 

Carbon Smart Commuting, mobile applications for 

ride-share services, (p. 57) Mobile Virtual Number 

and Shared Call are solutions that make it easier and 

more affordable for people to share phones and mo-

bile subscriptions.

As awareness grows about how connectivity can 

empower and enable, we’re seeing increased inter-

est from customers and others to develop solutions 

together and create economies of scale.  

working with a global customer base, ericsson ben-

efits from a broad spectrum of ideas from many parts 

of the world, allowing us to better identify new areas 

of opportunity. Importantly, we can encourage many 

different entities (governments, operators, regulators, 

enterprises) to help establish and make use of the 

kind of wide-ranging telecoms infrastructure and ser-

vices which can address sustainability needs. 

Source of 
great ideas

Ericsson sees a clear 
business case for  

sustainability-inspired 
solutions

wHen tHe PRICe IS RIGHt
A small farmer in ecuador wants to sell her crop. 

But finding the best buyer is limited to the infor-

mation she can get locally. with a middleman, 

there’s no guarantee she’s getting the right in-

formation or the best price. for many farmers 

and tradespeople in South and Central America, 

Africa and Southeast Asia, this is the reality of 

day-to-day barter. enter ericsson Mobile Auc-

tion, a new mobile broadband-based solution 
being tested in India and South America. the 
aim is to give sellers and buyers the means 
to advertise accurate, up-to-date information 
through their mobile phones, enabling more 
efficient supply and distribution of products 
for entrepreneurs, increased trading and em-
powerment.
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information and communication technology (ict) has the potential to significantly offset co2 emissions from 
other sectors. the industry itself represents only about two percent of global emissions, but a key part of envi-
ronmental stewardship at ericsson is ensuring our own carbon footprint is continuously reduced.

ericsson uses life-cycle assessment (LCA) to understand our own 

environmental impacts and guide research and development into 

solutions that lessen our environmental footprint. through LCA we 

can chart our overall environmental performance and impacts from 

“cradle to grave” through raw material extraction, manufacture, 

transport, use, disassembly and end-of-life. thanks to this ap-

proach, we know our most significant impact on the environment 

occurs when energy is consumed while products are in opera-

tion—more than two-thirds of the total energy is consumed at this 

stage. the LCA approach guides ericsson in the development of 

its product offering, services and the way we operate our business. 

In 2010, the carbon dioxide emissions associated with the life-time 

operation of delivered products totaled approximately 18 Mtonnes, 

a reduction from 19 Mtonnes in 2009, and our direct emissions 

from in-house activities totaled approximately 0.64 Mtonnes.

A Group carbon footprint reduction objective was set in 2009 for 

in-house activities and life-time operations of delivered products.  

the target is to reduce the carbon intensity for these two catego-

ries by 10 percent per year, or in total 40 percent, over five years 

compared to a 2008 baseline.  In 2010, ericsson met the annual 10 

percent reduction target: a 14 percent reduction in indirect emis-

sions per capacity from delivered products was achieved, resulting 

in 26 percent total from 2008.

there was a slight increase in direct emissions from our in-house 

activities. Component shortages led to an increase in shipping by 

air, and business travel increased somewhat due to increased num-

ber of employees. thus, we were not able to reduce our direct emis-

sions as anticipated, but will increase focus in this area for 2011.    

we continue to help our customers reduce their impacts – through 

network efficiency gains and modernization. Innovative solutions 

help decouple growth in network traffic from emissions growth, de-

livering cost savings for operators while tackling climate change. 

Issues that are important for our sector – energy-efficiency, manage-

ment of electronic waste, use of hazardous materials and conflict 

minerals – are an ongoing focus for ericsson.  

to ensure we keep at the forefront of sustainability thinking, ericsson 

actively monitors developments in the market and regulatory areas 

and plays an active part, alongside other stakeholders, in national, 

regional and global sustainability debates.

  Reducing our environmental 

impact

Our most significant 
environmental impact 
occurs when energy 
is consumed during 
products in operation
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During 2010, Ericsson put processes in place to achieving the Group target for reducing the environmental 
impact of in-house activities. Our focus is on four areas: facilities, logistics, business travel, and IT solutions. 

ericsson has a five-year ambition for the future workplace an-

chored on more sustainable ways of working including business 

travel, sourcing, It and facilities. Harnessing technology, we can 

enable a more flexible, mobile working environment with increased 

productivity, improved efficiency, reduced emissions and lower 

costs.  we will increase use of online meeting tools, video and 

telepresence to meet these goals.  

from air to land

the most significant issue is logistics: the shipping and distri-

bution of products. to reduce emissions, ericsson has made a 

strategic shift from air to surface freight to reduce emissions. A 

component shortage in 2010 resulted in not meeting our surface 

transportation targets and led to an unforeseen and temporary in-

crease in shipping by air. Consequently, 46 percent of outbound 

shipments were surface shipments instead of the anticipated 60 

percent. A new measurement indicator covering a wider scope of 

transport, Global Share Surface, will be used from 2011. Using this 

new indicator, the 2011 target is to increase surface transport to 

70 percent.

energy-Wise facilities

facilities are a critical area for lowering the carbon footprint. A glob-

al energy management program is implemented for 75 percent of 

operations. In 2010, energy audits were conducted for 30 percent of 

our major locations to identify ways to reduce energy use. Compe-

tence Centers for energy Management were established including 

implementation of a new environment and energy Reporting sys-

tems covering over 40 percent of our total building space.

we improved the energy-efficiency of data centers, servers, and 

cooling systems, responsible for the highest energy consumption in 

office buildings. Consolidation of data centers is underway. we re-

duced the number of R&D hubs from 38 to seven, resulting in fewer 

servers. Using virtual servers produces less heat and requires less 

energy for cooling. ericsson is increasing use of green energy and 

our share of green electrical power in europe is about 60 percent. 

(this includes the use of solar, wind and other energy sources).

fUtUre WorKplace solUtions

smarter Ways of WorKing

In 2010, we established a Group travel management function and 

travel tracking solution to gather better Co2 data from travel part-

ners. we reduced the number of travel agencies we use from over 

60 to two. to reduce business travel, ericsson is deploying our own 

smart work solution, Business Communication Suite including 

web-conferencing and other virtual collaboration tools which can 

also be shared with other external parties. the target for 2011 is to 

reduce energy use in offices by three percent per employee. 

ericsson has also launched a videoconferencing solution, Visualcom. 

Using this solution, ericsson conducted a study in Sweden of the 

potential carbon reduction of using video to limit business travels 

which showed an annual reduction of more than 85 tonnes of Co2 

emissions.   

In a survey of employee travel habits, a high percentage of the 5,500 

respondents said they would choose not to travel when possible. 

the highest number of trips were between offices in Stockholm 

and Gothenburg: video-conferencing facilities are being piloted in 

these two cities to address this.

remote deliVery of serVices

ericsson is also committed to minimizing the environmental impact of 

services we deliver. In 2010, 55 percent of integration services and 25 

percent of network rollout services were delivered remotely. Remote 

working techniques reduce air and ground travel; intelligent collabo-

ration tools ensure the customer experience is not compromised.

Tracking 
our own emissions 

In 2010, 55 percent of 
integration services and 25 percent 

of network rollout services were 
delivered remotely
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Design 
for Envi-
ronment 
Design for environ-

ment (Dfe) is an 

integrated part of 

the product design 

process. our product 

portfolio worldwide 

is designed around 

materials efficiency, 

energy-efficiency and 

end-of-life treatment 

efficiency.      

Solutions for operators 

Rising energy costs and network growth are putting cost and 

carbon footprint at the top of telecom operators’ agendas. 

ericsson takes an end-to-end approach in providing solutions. 

Taking it back 
through our ecology Management Program, ericsson 

offers free take-back of equipment at the end of life. 

we are also working to address e-waste in Ghana.

Down  
to EARTH   

In the european 

Commission project 

eARtH, ericsson is 

working with other 

industry partners to 

achieve the ambitious 

goal of reducing the 

energy consumption 

of mobile systems by 

50 percent.

Energy-efficiency 

More efficient networks can ensure increased traffic capacity demands don’t 

lead to an unsustainable rise in network energy consumption.   
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Telecom operators face the challenge of meeting rising capacity demands, while at the same time reducing 
network energy consumption.

ericsson applies a holistic approach to energy-efficient network 
design. network performance and future-proofing are key. State-
of-the-art networks are designed for energy-efficiency, increased 
lifespan as well as reduced need of maintenance and site visits. 
ericsson’s innovative solutions on node, site and network level are 
helping to minimize the total energy required while maximizing traf-

fic delivered (voice calls handled or megabytes transferred).

sleeK design

our product cycles focus on more compact and efficient designs 

that provide equivalent or better coverage and capacity in a smaller 

size, consume less power and generate less heat, which requires 

less cooling.

smart modernization

In a typical mobile network up to 90 percent of the energy con-

sumed in the radio access network (RAn) is from radio base sta-

tions, and a mobile operator has on average 80 percent of its en-

ergy going to the RAn.  over the years, ericsson has reduced the 

power consumption of our base stations for a given capacity. At the 

same time, we have improved the range of each base station, so 

fewer sites are needed to cover a given area.   

During 2009-2010 ericsson introduced the state-of-the-art multi-

standard radio base station, RBS 6000, for mobile networks. the 

RBS 6000 provides the foundation for efficient modernization of the 

radio network, providing support for 2G/GSM and 3G/wCDMA and 

Shifting the balance 
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4G/Lte (Long term evolution) capabilities. operators wanting to de-
ploy 3G/wCDMA or 4G/Lte face practical difficulties since there is 
little space left on existing 2G/GSM sites for additional equipment. 
RBS 6000 solves this issue by providing a high-capacity, multi-stan-
dard cabinet, containing both energy-efficient 2G/GSM equipment 
along with 3G/wCDMA or 4G/Lte technology. when spectrum allo-
cations allow, the multi-standard radios can be used simultaneously 
for two standards, with additional energy savings of 20-30 percent. 

Big energy saVings
networks can be energy optimized in many ways: advanced net-

work design; reduced number of sites; site power efficiency; equip-

ment for climate control, and more efficient hardware models with 

trunking gains from higher capacity site configurations. (trunking 

is a concept by which a communications system can provide net-

work access to more clients by sharing a set of lines or frequen-

cies instead of providing them individually). Immediate savings can 

be made by implementing energy-reducing software features. But 

most significant gains come from network modernization, where 

the combined effects of improving installed base stations and 

hardware modernization can reduce the radio access network en-

ergy consumption by as much as 60 percent. Additional site mod-

ernization will add significant savings.
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In CooL CoMPAny 
our new RBS 6000 macro outdoor uses a high-efficiency heat exchanger based 

on thermosiphon cooling technology. By following an outdoor cabinet strategy that 

never mixes outside with inside air, numerous advantages are achieved. the RBS 

total lifetime is increased, site maintenance is reduced as the frequent filter replace-

ments required in an open air cooling system become unnecessary, and indoor-

specified transmission equipment can also be housed in the RBS. 

RBS 6000 is using the thermodynamic method of passive heat exchange based 

on natural convection which circulates liquid without the necessity of a mechanical 

pump. the liquid is placed in a vertical closed-loop circuit. Its purpose is to simplify 

the circulation of liquid and heat transfer, by avoiding the cost and complexity of a 

conventional liquid pump. Convective movement of the liquid starts when liquid in 

the loop is heated, causing it to expand and become less dense, and thus more 

buoyant than the cooler water in the bottom of the loop. Convection moves heated 

liquid upwards in the system as it is simultaneously replaced by cooler liquid return-

ing by gravity. energy savings compared with earlier outdoor cabinets are significant.

UP In tHe AIR 
A recent innovation is the Ericsson AIR (antenna integrated radio) solution, launched 

in 2011, based on a unique design that integrates the radio unit into the antenna.  

field trials in customer networks demonstrated that the solution provides reduced 

power consumption of up to 40 percent, mainly due to reduced feeder loss and 

simplified cooling. trials have also shown improved integration and installation time 

up to 30 percent.

the ericsson AIR solution will ensure highly efficient and smooth introduction of 

3G/wCDMA and 4G/Lte technologies. As ericsson AIR has fewer units and fewer 

interconnections compared to traditional site solutions, a new standard or a new 

frequency band can easily be introduced, thus reducing costs for mobile operators. 

the ericsson AIR solution will be commercially available in the second half of 2011.

Energy-efficiency 
solutions
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As data traffic on mobile broadband networks grows, the ICT industry needs to 
increase network energy-efficiency to reduce its contribution to global CO2 emis-
sions. EARTH is focused on understanding trends in network energy consumption 
over the next 10 years.

In 2010, ericsson joined the energy Aware Radio and network tecHnologies (eARtH), a two-and-a-

half-year project funded by the european Commission. with 15 partners from industry, academia and 

research institutions from 10 european countries, the target of eARtH is to reduce energy consumption 

of mobile systems by a factor of at least 50 percent. the project is primarily focused on mobile cellular 

systems of Lte (4G/Lte) and its findings will contribute to ongoing work on developing network energy- 

efficiency standards.

for ericsson, eARtH is an opportunity to apply our radio network expertise to better understand the 

impact of increasing data traffic and device growth on mobile broadband networks. Capacity, coverage 

and energy consumption are the three key parameters that will be examined. 

eARtH has the potential to generate common models and methodology for energy-efficiency, build 

consensus on the key issues to be tackled, and serve a test environment for optimized energy-efficiency 

system prototypes. through carbon footprint and system analysis, 

eARtH has identified key drivers for energy consumption and is 

developing short- and long-term solutions for improved energy-

efficient network operation.  

 

Networked 
for the future

SHRInKInG to GRow 
ericsson has been studying the relationship between 

network energy consumption and data growth to 

better understand the key mechanisms for energy 

consumption in mobile networks. Absolute energy 

consumption is expected to increase over the next 

ten years, primarily due to adding approximately 

three times the number of subscribers, and about 

a thousand fold increase in data growth. However, 

our research and analysis shows that network ener-

gy consumption is not on the same growth path as 

the increase in volume of traffic. Instead, there has 

been an impressive decrease of energy needed to 

produce the data traffic (kwh/GB), due to technol-

ogy and product improvements, in combination with 

increasing data rates for 3G/wCDMA technologies. 

In 3G/wCDMA networks in Sweden (see graph) we 

have seen a 90-fold decrease in energy consump-

tion per data traffic in kwh/GB (data and voice) over 

just four years (2006-2010).

Maintaining these efficiencies into the future will 

become increasingly demanding for product de-

velopment and research within the cellular indus-

try. our findings show that mobile broadband will 

be able to meet the future traffic demands with-

Based on the illustrated trend, energy consump-

tion will decrease by a factor of 100 per GB over 

10 years.
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out a significant global increase of network power 

consumption. Continuous improvement in energy-

efficiency should allow the networks’ energy  con-

sumption to remain stable during the next ten 

years, even as data traffic increases, larger mo-

bile devices become more common, and more 

advanced and new mobile broadband networks 

are deployed. 
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Cost, energy consumption and carbon footprints are rising to the top of telecom operators’ agendas. Using 
our environmental and sustainability experience and insight, we help them reduce energy costs and minimize 
environmental impact. 

Customers around the world are showing increasing interest in 

efficiency solutions. with rising energy costs, network growth, 

regulations and the imperative to act on climate change, opera-

tors want their network operations streamlined when it comes to 

energy and environmental impact.  

with our environmental and Sustainability consulting service,   

ericsson is constantly looking at ways to improve service to ope-

rators. for instance, for operator 3 in Italy, ericsson provided ef-

ficiency measures to modernize the network and data centers 

resulting in up to 50 percent reduced energy costs.

tHe case for efficiency

In 2010 we significantly developed our network energy auditing 

abilities. we know it is vital to take a network perspective, looking 

at issues such as quality, capacity, and coverage, and based on 

this knowledge, optimising radio resources before optimizing at 

the site level to achieve the best results.

to help operators, we start with an energy audit to help identify po-

tential energy savings in their network, data centers and other as-

sets such as offices. we then recommend solutions, which might 

include services to improve network and site energy consumption, 

products especially designed for minimal energy consumption, 

and know-how to identify and deploy alternative energy sources 

in the network. 

energy-efficient solUtion

cooling it doWn

Ericsson Network Energy Optimization (NEO) is one such ser-

vice, focusing on maximizing subscriber traffic while at the same 

time reducing energy consumption. After maximizing efficiency at 

the network level, we consider options at site level such as cool-

ing, power management and use of renewables. the result is less 

equipment needed and lower energy consumption for the network 

to support the traffic. Such efficiency improvements are crucial for 

mobile operators who want to maintain mobile traffic growth while 

at the same time cut their carbon footprint.

neo also evaluates the use of alternative energy sources at sites. 

off-power grid wind and solar solutions can reduce diesel consump-

tion by 90 percent or more. During 2010, one site in Dertu, Kenya 

was powered by renewables for 94 percent of its running hours, re-

sulting in a reduction in diesel consumption of 17,200 liters per year.

complete tUrnKey solUtion 

In addition, ericsson is developing software for our state-of-art 

mobile broadband technologies HSPA and 4G/Lte that succes-

sively increases the number of smartphones and other devices 

supported by the radio network equipment. Such efficiency im-

provements are crucial for mobile operators who want to maintain 

mobile traffic growth while cutting their carbon footprint.

this full network service offers our customers a complete turnkey 

solution combining both quick wins and longer-term strategies for 

their most critical energy challenges.

Optimized operation

90%
reduced diesel consumption 

using wind and solar

ReAPInG tHe BenefItS
for operators, the business case for efficiency is clear:

•	 reduced	OPEX	due	to	increased	energy-efficiency	 

 across the entire network

•	 quicker	adaptation	to	new	environmental	directives

•	 less	risk	for	down	time	in	unstable	power	grid	areas

•	 cost-efficient	off-grid	expansion	with	alternative	 

 energy sources.  

Up to
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q&A wItH GARy CooK, SenIoR 

It PoLICy AnALySt, GReenPeACe 

InteRnAtIonAL 

Is the ICT sector doing enough  

to reduce its own energy footprint?

“I am watching with growing concern 

the expansion of ICt’s own energy 

footprint. energy-efficiency is an im-

portant first step but does not by it-

self amount to being ‘green’. you need 

to look at where the overall energy is 

coming from, particularly when over-

all energy demand is growing as fast 

as the ICt industry’s energy require-

ments. Companies can take critical 

steps to reduce this demand, but 

ultimately the power grid will only 

get ‘greener’ if we work together to 

change the policies that govern it.”

viewpoint
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To stay on the cutting edge, we constantly assess our product portfolio for 
environmental improvements. We also monitor sustainability developments 
in the market and regulatory areas and participate in fora where we can 
contribute to national, regional and global sustainability goals.

for over 15 years, ericsson has focused on minimizing the environmental impact of our prod-

ucts throughout the entire life-cycle. Design for environment (Dfe) is an integrated part of the 

product design process, embedding efficiency in materials, energy and end-of-life treatment 

across our product portfolio worldwide.   

tool for materials declaration

In 2010 we released a new materials declaration tool, based on a widespread industry stan-

dard, enabling efficient handling of product materials declarations for ericsson and our suppli-

ers.  the tool enhances ericsson’s ability to provide full and detailed materials declaration of all 

products and to analyze the portfolio to meet updated legislative and market requirements. In 

2010 the portfolio was analyzed for impacts from the published ReACH (Registration, evalua-

tion and Authorization of Chemicals) Candidate List with substances for authorization and the 

revised RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) exemptions.

Better cHoices

ericsson takes a precautionary approach to the use of halogenated substances 

and has worked with low-halogen materials since the early 1990’s. ericsson 

published a study in 2010 showing that the majority of in-house designed print-

ed boards and cables for ericsson high-volume network infrastructure equip-

ment use low-halogen materials. no performance problems related to the use 

of low-halogen materials in network infrastructure equipment were identified. 

ericsson has also phased out lead in solder from printed board assemblies in 

our network infrastructure equipment. By first quarter of 2010 we produced 

more than 20 million lead-free soldered printed board assemblies. field evalu-

ations prove these boards are at least as reliable as those using tin-lead solder.

raising tHe standard

Knowing what’s in the sustainability pipeline for our sector is important, too. ericsson plays an 

active role in the european ICt4ee (ICt for energy efficiency) forum. this group was created to 

respond to the expectations set out in the 2009 eU Commission “Recommendation to facilitate 

the transition to a low-carbon economy.” the ICt industry is expected to identify a methodology 

framework and identify energy-efficiency targets by 2011.

ericsson contributes to the development of well-defined standards harmonized between re-

gions which drive efficiency in materials and energy use. ericsson participates in the Inter-

national electrotechnical Commission (IeC), which sets international standards for electrical 

and electronic equipment. we also play an active role towards standardization through the 

ItU (International telecommunication Union), etSI (european telecommunications Standards 

Institute) and other regional and international standardization initiatives.

A challenge for resource efficiency is setting standards for measuring products and network 

energy-efficiency that reflect actual operating conditions. Assessment standards for life-cycle 

impact of products, networks, services and organizations are also key.

Environmental 
leadership

 20
million 
lead-free 
soldered 
boards  
delivered
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through our ecology management program, ericsson 
offers free take-back of equipment at the end of its life, 
in all 180 countries where we do business. 

the program is built around the requirements of the eU waste from 

electrical and electronic equipment (weee) and is applied glob-

ally. In 2010, less than five percent of all material collected and 

processed was sent to landfill; more than 95 percent was recov-

ered. this meets our own recovery target and exceeds the weee’s 

stipulated minimum 75 percent recovery rate.

Providing the service means responsible handling of equipment to 

ensure material does not end up in trade-restricted areas, landfill, 

or in places where unethical business practices are taking place. 

Most key material streams such as ferrous metals, precious met-

als, and plastics re-enter the commodities market where they are 

sold to industry as raw materials.

Customers from around the world, including India, Malaysia, Sin-

gapore, and the Philippines, are taking advantage of the program. 

In China, the process is being implemented in our production plant 

at nanjing and we are in discussion with customers interested in 

the program.  

In 2010, we had fewer take back requests than anticipated, and 

thus were unable to meet our target to increase volumes. this was 

due largely to the negative global economic climate and a global 

shortage of components in the first half of the year. During 2010, 

ericsson has continued to improve its capabilities to handle weee 

in Latin America and the Middle east as well as in production fa-

cilities in Sweden, India and China, and we are working hard to 

increase awareness among customers about the service. for 2011, 

a new target has been set to achieve 20 percent volume of weee 

take-back vs. equipment put on market.

ericsson is involved with a number of organizations focused on ad-

dressing the take-back issue. these include the Un SteP (Solving 

the e-waste Problem), with members from industry, governments, 

international organizations, nGos and the science sector, and 

GeSI (the Global e-Sustainability Initiative), an ICt industry asso-

ciation that works in partnership with SteP, and the Ghana project.

Taking 
IT back 

  e-wASte:

5%
  Sent to LAnDfILL 

95%
  ReCoVeReD
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  e-wASte:

5%
  Sent to LAnDfILL 

95%
  ReCoVeReD

Safer 
e-waste 
handling  
in Ghana 
In developing countries where suitable in-

frastructure does not exist, the handling of 

electronic waste can cause human health and 

environmental damage, while large volumes 

of valuable and strategic materials go unre-

covered. to address this problem, ericsson is 

one of several partners in an e-waste project 

in Ghana, along with the Raw Materials Group 

of Sweden, the nordic Development fund’s 

Climate facility and the environmental Pro-

tection Agency in Ghana.

Currently in the start-up phase, the project is 

expected to be completed within two years. 

Handling of e-waste in Ghana is typically 

done by people working in the informal sec-

tor using simple manual methods – including 

open burning of flammable e-scrap compo-

nents – at sites that expose them to hazard-

ous and toxic substances and pollute land, 

water and air. e-waste is an important source 

of secondary raw materials since it contains 

valuable concentrations of metals. Currently, 

only a fraction of these are recovered due to 

inappropriate recycling methods.

the project is assisting the Ghana govern-

ment to establish recycling infrastructure to 

help solve Ghana’s e-waste problems and 

reduce its climate footprint as more energy-

efficient processes to extract metals are used. 

establishing efficient handling and disman-

tling methods will also improve e-waste work-

ers’ health and safety, and alleviate poverty 

through improved livelihood conditions, while 

ensuring better handling of electronic waste.
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Digital Development, in which ericsson Ceo 

Hans Vestberg serves as a Commissioner. At the 

Millennium Development Goals Summit at Un 

Headquarters in September, the Commission is-

sued recommendations to world leaders in their 

report, “A 2010 Leadership Imperative: the fu-

ture Built on Broadband.” one recommendation 

was to utilize the Commission for studying ICt 

solutions to climate change. A working group on 

climate change, chaired by ericsson, is now de-

veloping that work further.   

In 2010, ericsson was a core contributor to the 

2010 GeSI report: “evaluating the carbon reduc-

ing impacts of ICt, an assessment methodol-

ogy,” helping to create a practical  methodology 

and roadmap for quantifying the carbon-reduc-

ing impacts of ICt solutions.

ericsson is working with customers globally 

as well as a range of industries to leverage on 

existing business models and create new busi-

ness models around areas such as healthcare, 

national security and public safety, transporta-

tion, utilities, connected homes and sustainable 

cities. the ultimate goal: improve quality of life 

while also tackling climate change.

 Enabling a low-carbon    
economy

few industries have as much potential to lead the transition to a low-carbon economy as the 

ict sector. the industry itself only accounts for two percent of total co2 emissions, but it can 

make significant contributions to reducing the 98 percent of carbon emissions that come from 

other industries and sectors.

the “Smart 2020” report by the industry group 

Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI), of which 

ericsson is an active member, set a vision of 

using ICt solutions to reduce global business-

as-usual emissions by 15 percent by 2020, 

representing energy savings of about 600 bil-

lion euros. now it is time to deliver. through in-

novative technologies like smart grids, remote 

working, and intelligent transport systems, 

the ICt sector can help shift society towards 

greater resource and energy conservation and 

efficiencies.

In 2010, ericsson demonstrated the power of 

telecommunications as a catalyst for a sustain-

able society through a range of initiatives. these 

included advising cities on using technology to 

reach ambitious carbon-reduction targets, for 

example, in the Stockholm Royal Seaport Pro-

ject (p. 51); working with utilities on smart grids 

(p. 52); and supporting the ICt Guadalajara ICt 

Declaration at the CoP16 climate change nego-

tiations (p. 48). ericsson has also developed the 

Carbon-Smart Commuting concept (p. 57).

Raising awareness is the first step. this is one 

of the aims of the Broadband Commission for 
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the ICt sector can be a key enabler in the shift to a less carbon-

intensive economy. through use of broadband-based technologies 

and applications such as smart grids, remote working, and intel-

ligent transport systems, significant energy conservation and ef-

ficiency gains can be achieved.  

setting tHe frameWorK

Making the transition to smarter technologies requires willingness 

to make changes in lifestyles and ways of working, doing business 

and running our economy. Change on this scale is not easy and 

requires vision and concrete goals. ericsson is working to raise 

awareness and measure the benefits to be gained by shifting to 

smarter solutions. By moving from a product to a service perspec-

tive, for example, a meeting becomes a service that can be deliv-

ered virtually rather than through physical means. 

Raising awareness is critical to capitalizing on the opportunities, in-

cluding the right policy framework. we have been building on earlier 

work from the reports, “Communication Solutions for Low-Carbon 

Cities” and “A five-Step Plan for a Low-Carbon Urban Develop-

ment”, in which ericsson and wwf Sweden made recommenda-

tions to policymakers that included, for instance, integration of low-

carbon ICt solutions into climate strategies for cities.

on the global level, we make our voice heard at the global climate 

change negotiations as well as being represented on the GeSI 

Decarbonizing 
our world 

Board, helping to driving its global policy work to deliver a coher-

ent policy framework and strategy to address sustainability issues.  

ericsson contributes actively to the standardization work of the 

european telecommunications Standards Institute and the Inter-

national telecommunications Union, as well as in other regional 

standardization bodies.  

proVing ict’s ValUe

Just how big a difference can ICt make? In “Measuring emissions 

Right,” ericsson developed a methodology to assess the climate-

positive effects of ICt. these are illustrated in LCA case studies 

within health service delivery in Croatia, use of mobile money in 

Kenya, and collaborative work solutions enabled by ericsson Busi-

ness Communication Suite. we see an increasing demand for en-

terprise solutions in the area of virtual meetings and in enabling 

virtual, collaborative, ICt-based working solutions.

ericsson’s performance in both reducing our own environmental 

impact and contributing to reducing the carbon impact of other 

sectors of the economy was acknowledged by a 2nd place rank-

ing on the 2010 Greenpeace Cool It Leaderboard, which evaluates 

ICt company efforts to pioneer climate solutions, reduce their own 

energy impact, and engage actively in political advocacy.

to tackle climate change effectively, cleaner energy production is one side of the coin. the flip side is smarter energy consumption 

– a field where ict can play a major role, benefiting both sustainability and the bottom line. But to fulfil its transformative potential,  

a supportive policy framework is needed.
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SUSTAINABLE CITIES 

Cities today are home to half of the world’s population and 

this will likely increase to 70 percent in 40 years’ time. Modern 

information technology—and broadband in particular—can 

help make them more sustainable. Stockholm Royal Seaport is 

an incubator for the connected sustainable city of the future.

TRANSPORT 

fully integrating transport infrastructure, vehicles and users 

with ICt can significantly reduce environmental impacts and 

deliver improved safety and efficiency. through its carbon-

smart commuting concept, ericsson offers a range of solutions.

ICT and Climate change
A push for large-scale change to more information-based infrastructure is at 

the heart of the Guadalajara ICt Declaration presented by ICt industry leaders 

at the CoP16 global climate negotiations in 2010.

TELIASONERA AND ERICSSON RESEARCH 

to help drive home ict’s sustainability potential, we need facts.

SMART GRIDS 

Power generation is among the main culprits in global warming. 

Smart grids are the prerequisite for large-scale use of renewable 

energy and require intelligent ICt-based solutions to make it happen. 
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A focus on solutions - that is the aim of the Guadalajara ICt Dec-

laration for transformative Low-Carbon Solutions presented by ICt 

industry leaders, including ericsson at the CoP16 global climate 

negotiations in December 2010. the Declaration has the backing of 

the Global e-Sustainability Initiative and some 40 companies and 

organizations from more than 20 countries, which in 2009, repre-

sented more than one trillion USD in turnover. this group is com-

mitted to developing solutions such as digital health and education, 

smart grids, remote working and intelligent transport systems, which 

use mobile and broadband connectivity to benefit climate goals.

the focus of climate negotiations has tended to be on high carbon-

emitting sectors, where industry is part of the problem. But com-

panies offering transformational solutions to climate change want 

their voices heard, too. for ericsson, CoP16 was an opportunity 

to drive uptake of low-carbon solutions by underlining the need for 

policy frameworks around the world that support deployment of 

broadband infrastructure.

through ICt solutions, ericsson believes it is possible to shift the 

climate change discussion from problem to solutions and the kind 

of large-scale transformative change that will enable a shift from 

physical to information-based infrastructure.

In 2011, the ICt Guadalajara Declaration will be followed with the 

establishment of a public-private work stream focused on trans-

formative low-carbon ICt solutions, in preparation for CoP17 in 

Durban, South Africa.

opening doors
to the future
at COP16

Key ReCoMMenDAtIonS 
of tHe GUADALAJARA ICt 
DeCLARAtIon

for operators, the business case for 

efficiency is clear:

•	 Recognize	and	make	full	use	of	 

 ICt solutions

•	 Support	the	creation	of	a	work- 

 stream focusing on transformative   

 solutions

•	 Support	a	global	workshop	to		 	

 highlight government policy best   

 practices

•	 Recognize	ICT	solutions	in	mitiga- 

 tion, technology mechanisms, tech- 

 nology development and transfers

•	 Support	methodology	development

•	 Include	ICT	in	national	mitigation/	 	

 adaptation plans
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LUIS neVeS, CHAIRMAn, GLoBAL 
e-SUStAInABILIty InItIAtIVe 
(GeSI) AnD VICe PReSIDent, 
CoRPoRAte SUStAInABILIty, 
DeUtSCHe teLeKoM

Can ICT really help society cut 

carbon emissions by 15 percent 

by 2020?

“the potential reduction is much 

higher, in my opinion, and it is already 

happening. the ICt sector has an 

incredible capacity to innovate and 

help society dematerialize. the more 

we dematerialize, the more we will 

see Co2 going down. But we need to 

do more to incorporate sustainability 

into the innovation process. then we 

will achieve even greater results.”

viewpoint
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 SUSTAINABLE CITIES: 

Futuropolis
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the urban centers of the world produce nearly 80 percent of Co2 emis-

sions but only cover two percent of land. this impact is expected to 

increase dramatically in the next three decades. estimates from a 2010 

research study by wwf and Booz & Company, show that in a busi-

ness-as-usual scenario, USD 350 trillion (or seven times current global 

GDP), will be spent on urban infrastructure and operation over the next 

30 years to accommodate population growth. Broadband technology 

opens up a range of solutions and services that can plug into a common 

communications platform to create the attractive eco-city of the future. 

But while broadband can create more sustainable choices about the 

way we live in cities, there must be change in attitudes and behaviour 

as well as supporting government policy that directs investments to-

wards low-carbon cities. A “smart city” is not necessarily a sustainable 

city if ICt-enabled solutions like videoconferencing and telecommut-

ing only exist alongside and do not replace carbon-intensive ways of 

working and commuting. It is the vision, objectives and implementation 

which make it possible to create a truly sustainable city.

at Home in 2030  
Stockholm Royal Seaport marks a new frontier in sustainable urban 

design. when completed in 2030, the Royal Seaport will offer 10,000 

new homes and 30,000 additional workspaces in an environment that 

unite modern architecture with climate-smart and efficient infrastruc-

ture. It will house some 30,000 people, with the objectives of a carbon 

footprint of 1.5 tonnes per person per year by 2020 and a climate-

positive city district by 2030. ericsson is ICt solutions advisor to the 

city of Stockholm on reaching these tough targets.  

ericsson is also part of the Urban Smart Grid project led by the utility 
company fortum and ABB to study implementation of a complete smart 
grid. there are 11 partners in the project, including ABB, electrolux, 

nCC and the Swedish Royal Institute of technology. the urban 
smart grid will enable Royal Seaport’s inhabitants, businesses 
and government services to increase renewable energy pro-
duction and reduce energy consumption. with the organization 
Swedish ICt and the telecom operator teliaSonera, ericsson 
is studying how the  implementation of a common communi-
cations platform can support the connection of homes, utili-
ties and meters, public transport, buildings, electrical vehicle 
charging stations, and enterprises at the Seaport. the study 
also includes suggestion of test beds for specific services such 

as access to healthcare.

trasH to treasUre
ericsson is also actively involved in SymbioCity (Sustainability 
by Sweden), a network of Swedish companies and organiza-
tions headed by the Swedish trade Council to promote urban 
sustainability initiatives. the concept: to leverage synergies such 
as turning waste into energy. SymbioCity identifies the links be-
tween landscape planning, waste management, architecture, ur-
ban functions, industry and buildings, energy, traffic and trans-
port, water supply and sanitation. our aim: to show how ICt can 

support Stockholm to achieve its sustainability goals.
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accounting for about 25 percent of total co2 emissions, power 

generation and electricity are among the main culprits in global 

warming. energy utilities are therefore a key part of the solu-

tion for a more sustainable world. smart grids are leading 

the way.

the utility industry faces powerful economic incen-

tives to reduce carbon emissions. Many governments 

around the world are taking the lead in pushing for 

smart grids, and earmarking substantial funds to sup-

port the roll-out of smart meters to drive energy-efficiency. 

Intelligent ICt-based technology such as meters, sensors and 

other devices and systems enables better management of elec-

tricity to homes, factories, offices and other buildings. the benefits 

accrue across the whole value chain (see side bar, “transforming 

Grids”). the business model for smart grids is becoming increas-

ingly attractive to the electricity industry as it seeks to upgrade 

aging networks to meet demand for renewables. this is only ex-

pected to grow in the future. 

 

UnLoCKInG tHe GRID

ericsson is actively involved in smart grid transformation worldwide 

as a prime integrator of the ICt platform. this will enable exchange 

of detailed information about electricity consumption patterns, pric-

ing signals, and remote control of smart devices. the telecom indus-

try’s extensive experience with time- and volume-dependent pricing 

can be adapted to the utility industry.  we are working on smart grid 

solutions for customers across many markets, including Australia, 

Canada, Italy and Spain (p. 54).  ericsson Research is strongly fo-

cused on smart grids. we are chair of the telecom-related work for 

the european ADDReSS project, an eU-funded project with 25 part-

ners from 11 countries looking at the future of smart grids in europe, 

studying the impact of adding more renewable energy to the grid.  

ContRIBUtInG to CLIMAte GoALS

we are also involved in leading R&D work such as Innoenergy, one 

of three knowledge and innovation communities established by 

the european Institute of Innovation & technology (eIt), which is 

exploring the use of smart grids to meet european climate goals. 

Smart grids are also part of ericsson’s contribution to the Stockholm 

Royal Seaport Project (p. 51). for smart grids to achieve their full 

potential, economic incentives for utilities to make the necessary 

investments, standardization of smart grid technology by the utility 

and ICt sectors, and active consumer participation are needed.  

Utilities 
get smart 

1 88 3 2

World energy demand 
is expected to grow 
by a third by 2035: 
International Energy 
Agency.

2 5 39 2

tRAnSfoRMInG GRIDS
A smart grid makes it possible to:

•	 Make	greater	use	of	renewable	energy	by	 
adjusting for variability in the amount of  
energy captured from sun and wind 

•	 Tackle	the	problem	of	losses,	primarily	by	 
measuring quality of electricity supply and  out-
ages at different levels of the grid to understand 
where the grid should be improved

•	 Reduce	peak	demand	by	moving	some	of	the	
demand to off-peak times, and have real-time 
information about battery charging levels

•	 Adjust	for	pricing	incentives,	i.e.,	when	more	
renewable energy is available on the grid

•	 Use	more	electricity	if	there	is	an	oversupply,	
i.e., to cool down refrigerators so that they  
don’t require cooling during peak times
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AMBItIoUS RoLL-oUt  
In AUStRALIA
Real-time, two-way communications for up to 

two million devices and meters are just a first 

step in energyAustralia’s ambitious Smart Grid 

program. energyAustralia was recently chosen 

by the Australian Government to lead the Smart 

Grid, Smart City demonstration project to test 

Australia’s first fully integrated, commercial-scale 

smart grid. one of the largest energy suppliers in 

Australia, the utility serves 1.6 million electricity 

network residential customers and 1.4 million 

retail customers. Under the program, a total of 

12,000 smart monitoring devices will be instal-

led through a 4G/Lte wireless telecom network 

which ericsson will deploy.

energyAustralia sees multiple benefits: faster 

response to power shortages, ability to handle 

renewable energy and electric vehicles, and 

giving households access to information and 

control over their appliances and energy use.  

the network will be rolled out across 150 sites, 

of which 125 in new South wales.

HyDRo-qUéBeC  
In tHe PILot SeAt
In Canada, Hydro-québec, one of north 

America’s largest electric utilities has chosen 

ericsson as the prime integrator for the first 

phase of a smart metering pilot project.

ericsson will be responsible for implementa-

tion and integration of Energy ICT’s Meter 

Data Management System, which will pull 

data from 3.7 million meters and integrate it 

with back-end office systems. By providing 

utilities with up-to-the-minute data streams, 

smart metering systems can significantly 

improve operational efficiency. the aim of the 

remote meter reading project is to test-drive 

smart meter systems ahead of their expected 

widespread deployment scheduled to begin 

in early 2012.

586 1 5

3.7 
million meters

 1.6 
million residential 

customers

 1.4 
million retail  

customers

Smart grid 
solutions
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7 2 345

Rolling it out in Europe
today, thanks to an Advanced Metering Management (AMM) 

system, Acea Distribuzione, Italy’s largest municipal utility, is lo-

wering its costs and better managing energy flows. Completed 

in 2010 – and one of europe’s largest smart metering rollouts 

– Acea’s AMM system offers some 1.4 million households in 

Rome better quality supply, tailored packages including demand 

incentives and prepayment, along with access to online informa-

tion. Aimed at modernizing and improving the energy delivery 

system, it can also be extended to water and gas meters.

Across europe, ericsson has been working closely with the 

region’s leading utilities – including Acea – to enable more in-

telligent electricity grids. Increasingly, utility customers are re-

lying on us to manage the ever-more complex ICt platforms 

that underpin these smart grids. In 2010, we were selected by 

endesa, Spain’s largest utility and one of the biggest electrical 

groups in the world, to operate the company’s corporate te-

lecommunications network under a 4-year managed services 

contract. this will enable endesa to both save costs and focus 

on running their network more efficiently.
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intelligent transport systems that fully integrate trans-

port infrastructure, vehicles and users with ict can 

significantly reduce environmental impacts and deliver 

improved safety and efficiency.

Globally, the transport sector represents about 13 percent of global 

Co2 emissions – and this is set to rise. the problems of increasing 

congestion and emissions won’t be solved by new infrastructure 

alone. By applying ICt-based innovation to all transport modes – 

Transport: 
Reinventing the wheels 

air, water, road and rail – intelligent transport systems can opti-

mize how we get around and help to make transport cleaner, safer, 

more seamless. Intelligent transport offers gains in efficiency, for 

example by reducing travel time, or monitoring metering of traffic, 

logistics, and route flow. It also enables the connectivity required to 

support infrastructure for electric vehicles.

A mobile broadband communications link makes it possible to 

gather and aggregate information not only from individual cars but 

from large numbers of vehicles over wide areas as well.  Such con-
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nectivity can improve safety and performance as well as 
transform the driving experience by preventing motorists 
from getting lost, avoiding traffic jams or missing needed 
maintenance. 

for example, traffic congestion costs the eU 100 billion 
eUR per year or about one percent of its GDP.  traffic man-
agement applications which optimize routes and speed 
could result in savings of 16 percent in carbon emissions 
and 16 billion eUR annually. 

Modern cars have hundreds of on-board sensors and ac-
tuators which measure everything from tire pressure to 
water temperature. However, the usefulness of this infor-
mation is limited due to lack of remote connectivity for 
machine-to-machine communications. In other words, the 
information is only valuable if it can be processed by the 
right source. 

ericsson is working with customers, governments and oth-
ers to explore new opportunities to deploy energy-smart 

transport. Solutions ericsson has developed include:

tRAnSPoRt SoLUtIonS
Carbon Smart Commuting: this includes solutions and products such as 

web conferencing; multi-modal travel planners, and tools for car-sharing 

and carpooling.  

ConnectedCar: Mobile systems inform drivers about up-to-date routes, 

road obstructions and weather reports, battery status on electric cars and 

more.

eCall: A crash notification service, along with mobile systems for traffic 

hazard warnings.

Electric vehicle charging: A prototype has been developed as part of the 

Stockholm Royal Seaport Project (p. 51) 

Setting industry standards for the design of intelligent transport systems 

and deploying these widely is a challenge that calls for cross-sector part-

nership. through the earth Institute Roundtable on Sustainable Mobility, 

ericsson and other private and public sector leaders are exploring how 

modern communication, energy and transportation technologies can help 

reinvent the automobile for safer, more efficient personal travel.
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SoLUtIon 
eCo-BUS In SeRBIA 
In Serbia, ericsson together with telekom Srbija 

launched in early 2011 in the city of Pancevo so-

lutions aimed at tackling environmental issues and 

improving quality of service. the ecoBus is an envi-

ronment monitoring solution (Air quality Monitoring) 

that will measure pollution levels in town. Sensors 

are part of the measuring mobile test points that 

are mounted on public transportation vehicles. Mo-

bile test points have GPRS interfaces and sensors 

for Co2, Co, no2, temperature, humidity, pressure 

and position.

Measurements and position data are sent through 

the mobile network to the central database and 

SenSeI platform (an eU-funded research project in 

which ericsson participated). Also, it will be possible 

to monitor air pollution data and vehicle position on 

the city Google map, though web applications or 

applications on an Android mobile phone.

Bustracker is application that gives information 

about times of arrival for public buses. Subscribers 

can receive info about when a bus is approaching 

a certain bus station though web, Android phone, 

SMS or USSD, both systems for sending text mes-

sages by mobile phone.

SoLUtIon  
tICKet to RIDe In BRAzIL  
Public transportation, including rail and buses, can 

benefit from intelligent transport solutions. In Curitiba, 

the largest city in southern Brazil, ericsson is ena-

bling an innovative transport solution through 3G/

wCDMA mobile broadband. through electronic 

ticketing and fleet management systems, control-

lers can access information about and monitor their 

fleet. And citizens can enjoy improved public trans-

port services based on high-bandwidth connectivity.  

the new solutions open up possibilities for new tra-

veler services that can help people plan their route 

and enable them to purchase tickets wherever and 

whenever it is most convenient.
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SoLUtIon  
on tHe RoAD  

In tHe MIDDLe eASt 
In a move that saves both cost and the environment, 

ericsson and supplier Distribution Services Provi-

der (DSP) began in 2010 to use trucks instead of 

sea and airfreight for shipments to the Middle east. 

the solution resulted in a Co2 emissions reduction 

of 45 percent as compared to airfreight. the total 

transport time from pick-up at factory or warehouse 

until delivery at the destination country is similar and 

sometimes faster with truck transport compared to 

airfreight. thanks to ericsson’s business, DSP has 

been able to attract other large Swedish and euro-

pean companies to add their volumes to the solu-

tion, giving an even greater environmental impact. 

It is expected that in 2011 ericsson will increase its 

trucking volumes to the Middle east by another 30 

percent as compared to airfreight, improving the 

carbon footprint even further.
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to help drive home ict’s sustain-
ability potential, we need facts. 
ericsson, swedish telecom opera-
tor teliasonera, and the centre for 
sustainable communications at 
the royal institute of technology 
(KtH) in sweden pooled efforts in 
2010 to try and quantify both the 
ict sector’s own environmental 
impact and the difference it could 
make to other sectors.

  TeliaSonera and Ericsson research: 

Down to the 
numbers 
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Mapping  
our global 
footprint
Alongside teliaSonera and KtH, ericsson 

joined forces last year to assess electricity 

use and Co2e emissions ( Co2 plus all 

other greenhouse gases and effects) from 

the ICt and entertainment and Media 

Sectors (e&M). Among the findings publis-

hed in the Journal of Industrial ecology:

•	 The	ICT	sector	produced	1.3	percent	of	

global Co2e emissions in 2007 and the 

e&M sector 1.7 percent.

•	 the corresponding figures for direct Co2 

were 2 and 2.6 percent respectively.

Smart  
Work at  
TeliaSonera
ericsson and teliaSonera also measu-

red the impact of teliaSonera’s use of 

ICt-based smart work solutions such as 

teleworking, flexi-working, virtual or tele-

presence conferencing and flexi-office. 

their goal: to reduce air business travel, 

car travel and need for office space.

Impact  
in Sweden
In another study, we made a detailed 

examination of the carbon impact of 

teliaSonera’s ICt network and services  

in Sweden. Among the conclusions:

•	 The		Co2e emissions of an average 

mobile broadband subscriber are 

about 25 kg/year, including the whole 

life cycle of equipment, networks and 

supporting infrastructure. the cor-

responding figure for an average PC 

user with fixed broadband is about 

200 kg/year.  

•	 The	main	part	of	the	carbon	footprint	

per subscriber in Sweden comes from 

manufacturing of end-user equipment 

(mobile phones, PCs, etc) that mainly 

takes place abroad.

2001

12.6k Employees

2007

11k Employees

 SMART WORK

200

100

kTonnes CO2e

CO2
25kg/year

Ranking  
performance
In an assessment of low-carbon and en-

vironmental leadership in the ICt indu-

stry by Gartner, Inc. and wwf, ericsson 

ranked second in Carbon Delivery today 

– the environmental impact of the ICt indu-

stry (representing an estimated two percent 

of global carbon emissions) and second 

in Carbon Delivery tomorrow - Applica-

tions of ICt (the 98 percent of carbon 

emissions that come from other sectors).

the survey examined 28 ICt providers’ 

commitment to managing the environme-

ntal aspects of their internal operations 

and their supply chain. It also explored 

their capabilities in advancing the low-

carbon solutions markets and develo-

ping products and services that will help 

them and their customers reduce their 

greenhouse gas emissions or increase 

their energy-efficiency. while the report 

found “rapid progress” in 2009 and 2010, 

it noted that low-carbon economy solu-

tions were “not yet core business” and 

that “more challenging, longer term go-

als” needed to be set. It also urged the 

industry to further commit its weight to 

influence climate change and sustainabi-

lity policy.

Using 2001 as a baseline year, the study 

found that between 2001-2007:

•	 Smart	work	initiatives	reduced	Co2e 

emissions by 40 percent per employee – 

or over 2.8 tons of Co2e per employee 

per year.

•	 Scaling	the	results	to	country	level,	the	

study found that similar initiatives could 

reduce some 20 percent of Sweden’s 

Co2e by 2020.

•	 Scaling	to	a	global	level	could	potentially	

reduce global Co2e emissions by 2 to 

4 percent, if reductions of 20 to 40 per-

cent were achieved per employee over a 

10- to 20-year timeframe.
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good governance, with a robust focus on corporate 
ethics, is essential to doing business responsibly and 
enhancing investor confidence. at ericsson, employ-
ees are accountable for their individual actions and for 
upholding the company’s core values. as a signatory 
of the Un global compact principles, we take a strong 
position on anti-corruption. this year, we made the de-
cision to appoint a chief compliance officer in 2011 to 
focus on ericsson’s anti-corruption program and other 
ethics matters.

our responsibility doesn’t stop at our door: we continually moni-

tor the social and environmental impacts of our supply chain, too. 

this helps us better understand business risks, as well as promot-

ing and implementing high standards of conduct throughout the 

value chain to ensure the quality of governance our stakeholders 

expect. In 2010, Code of Conduct training for our suppliers was 

made available in 13 languages.

within ericsson, we strive to create a safe and healthy working 

environment for all, with a coordinated, Group-wide approach to 

health and safety. we strengthened our global approach to oc-

cupational Health & Safety in 2010. In addition, an e-learning pro-

gram for employees was launched to build awareness about sus-

tainability and corporate responsibility

we also address human rights issues affecting our company, sup-

ply chain and others in our sphere of influence, such as data privacy 

and the challenges surrounding conflict minerals in our products.

Conducting 
business 
responsibly
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people want to trust the companies with whom they do business. our governance framework is based on the prin-
ciples of business conduct outlined in the global ericsson group management system (egms). this includes the 
policies, directives, guidelines and business processes that frame how we do business every day.

to be effective, corporate governance systems must be robust. 

But they also need to be flexible to respond to evolving expecta-

tions such as new legislation, and the concerns and demands of 

stakeholders. this is the underlying philosophy of our eGMS.

Compliance with our Code of Business ethics, Code of Conduct 

and Sustainability Policy are at the heart of the eGMS. this is 

monitored through the Global Assessment Program implement-

ed by our external assurance provider. the program tracks how 

Group policies and directives are applied, how operational risks 

are managed, and how corporate responsibility and sustainability 

objectives are achieved. Audits help verify performance against 

targets defined in the eGMS, with the goal of mitigating risks and 

strengthening performance. Annual assessments are conducted 

for Group functions, Business Units and Regions within ericsson.

Corporate responsibility is an increasingly important component of 

the eGMS. In 2010 the percentage of corporate responsibility criteria 

included in the Global Assessment Program increased to 25 percent.

a UniVersal langUage

As well as reliable controls and procedures, sound corporate gov-

ernance also requires a strong ethos of ethical business conduct 

across the organization. the company’s related policies and direc-

tives are contained in our Code of Business ethics, translated into 

more than 20 languages. the Code details laws and statutes that 

concern ericsson’s operations and financial reporting, as well as 

the protection of confidentiality and security of information con-

cerning the company, its customers and suppliers. It also outlines 

our commitment to human rights. the Code is regularly acknowl-

edged by all employees, and in March 2010, nearly 100 percent of 

employees reaffirmed the Code.

An anti-corruption e-learning program is provided to existing em-

ployees and our goal is to make it mandatory for all new employ-

ees. Its purpose is to inform, identify challenging situations, and 

help evaluate appropriate courses of action. employees working 

within Security, Audit and Legal have received additional, special-

ized anti-corruption training.

Group Legal Counsel is available to provide support. Since there 

may be different cultural perceptions of what constitutes corrup-

tion in different parts of the world, special effort is made at local 

level to ensure Group standards are understood and adhered to. 

there are reporting mechanisms for breaches, including a whistle-

blower procedure for suspected financial irregularities.

cHief compliance officer

our stakeholders expect ericsson to uphold high compliance lev-

els. with the business environment and legal and regulatory re-

quirements becoming increasingly complex, in 2010 a decision was 

made to appoint a Chief Compliance officer (CCo) for the Group. 

the position became formal in early 2011.

the CCo will support the organization with respect to compli-

ance with laws and regulations, as well as internal policies and 

directives. the CCo may also serve as a Group focal point to co-

ordinate the different strands of expertise already present within 

ericsson. the CCo will initially focus primarily on ericsson’s anti-

corruption program.  

etHics

ericsson’s commitment to ethical conduct and anti-corruption, 

backed by policies, education and training, underscores our com-

mitment to act responsibly to earn our stakeholders’ trust.

Taking Trust Seriously
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Human 
rights 

ericsson shares human 

rights concerns related 

to mining of minerals in 

conflict zones, working 

with others to improve 

transparency and  

traceability of mineral 

sourcing.

Supply chain 

we use our Supplier Code of Conduct, based on the Un Global Compact 

principles, to ensure that our global supply chain upholds high social and 

environmental standards.

Health & Safety 
we take a global approach to achieving high standards of  

occupational health and safety (oHS) for employees and  

suppliers, with an oHS network established across 60 countries.
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At Ericsson, working with suppliers towards improved standards, continuous improvement, and full compli-
ance with our Supplier Code of Conduct (S-CoC) are part of how we do business, wherever we do business.

with supply chains increasingly global, sustainable supply chain 

management offers opportunities to improve working and environ-

mental standards and build competitive advantage. our S-CoC is 

based on the Un Global Compact principles covering labor, envi-

ronment, human rights and anti-corruption. It is critical for good 

governance and the integrity of our brand.

there are several main components to our S-CoC program, includ-

ing a global organization, comprehensive training and regular audits 

and assessments. All our regions have trained auditors, as well as 

procedures for assessing critical suppliers and for planning, con-

ducting and follow-up of S-CoC audits and on-site assessments.

empHasis on training

In 2010, we held eight training sessions worldwide for ericsson au-

ditors. Globally the number of certified S-CoC auditors increased 

in 2010 from 130 to 150. online S-CoC training is provided to sup-

pliers, to help them better understand and communicate ericsson 

standards to their own suppliers. to reach as many suppliers as pos-

sible, we have translated the material into 13 languages. Supplier 

response has been positive and we expect the course to expand in 

the future. the training is available on ericsson.com for anyone to 

use. An objective is that at least 90 percent of all strategic Sourc-

ing personnel will complete the web-based CoC supplier training 

during 2011.

aUdits tracK performance

we conduct audits and on-site assessments to monitor if our 

supply chain lives up to expectations. In 2010, we performed 550 

S-CoC audits and 218 on-site assessments. overall, we found 

steady improvements in the supply chain in many areas, such as 

proper use of personal protective equipment, and suppliers’ com-

munication of S-CoC to their own suppliers. However performance 

varied and improvement areas are identified in virtually all audits. 

findings include inadequate training and information, communi-

cation of workers’ rights, and environmental management, and in 

some markets, use of excessive overtime. Corrective action plans 

and follow-up audits address these areas.

we work to raise awareness of CoC in the supply chain, particular-

ly in developing markets. By actively helping our suppliers improve 

performance through audits, assessments, web training and semi-

nars, we reduce our risk while contributing to higher standards in 

the supply chain.

Raising the bar 
worldwide

MAKInG PRoGReSS In CHInA
In 2010, 32 selected suppliers in China, who had been audited in 

2009, were re-audited. the results were impressive: in one year, 

the number of audit areas with major findings (critical in the re-

port scorecard) was down by 46 percent. Minor findings (warning) 

remained constant. Scorecard areas in which the suppliers con-

formed to the S-CoC were up sharply. 

the audit areas with the most remaining critical scores were: 

•	 Overtime

•	 Securing	CoC	compliance	in	the	supply	chain

•	 Environmental	management

•	 Chemicals	handling	

these will remain priority focus areas in 2011. Warning Critical Conformity 

PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED SUPPLIERS IN CHINA

2009

46

32

22

2010

45

42

13

%%
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SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT AUDITS AND ASSESSMENTS

Auditors Number of audits Number of assessments
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A RISK-BASeD APPRoACH
ericsson operates a systematic and documented risk matrix 

to identify higher-risk suppliers. this matrix was updated in 

2010. Among the prioritized (or risk) commodities are:

•	 die-casting	and	network	roll-out

•	 tower	manufacturing	and	galvanization

•	 enclosures

•	 mechanical	parts

•	 power	supply

•	 printed	circuit	board	manufacturing

•	 warehousing	and	logistics.
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a safe and healthy working environment for all our 
employees worldwide is a commitment ericsson takes 
personally.

In 2010 our global approach to occupational health and safety 

(oHS) was further strengthened. A focus on individual country 

level has been replaced with a coordinated, Group-wide approach 

that aligns practices and responsibilities globally. It dovetails with 

our oHS Policy and Directive and the oHS network we have estab-

lished across ericsson globally.

A harmonized global system for oHS mitigates risk, but it is not 

without challenges. Legislation differs around the globe – and 

this requires meeting a variety of cultural and competence 

needs to ensure consistent practices Group-wide.

we have mapped our ongoing competence needs in 2011 

we will focus on mandatory e-learning for all oHS per-

sonnel, activities to raise awareness for employees, 

and specialized training programs for management.

In 2011, we will also perform Group audits as part 

of our implementation of the occupational Health 

and Safety Assessment Series (oHSAS) 18001. 

the oHSAS 18001 provides additional assur-

ance to our customers that we have robust 

systems in place to protect ericsson employ-

ees and others engaged in company busi-

ness, as well as to protect our brand and 

our customers.

Working 
safely
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RADIo wAVeS AnD HeALtH 
ericsson provides public information on radio waves and health, 

and supports independent research to further increase knowledge 

in this area. ericsson has co-sponsored over 90 studies related to 

electromagnetic fields, radio waves and health since 1996. Inde-

pendent expert groups and public health authorities, including the 

world Health organization, have reviewed the research and con-

sistently concluded that the balance of evidence does not demon-

strate any health effects associated with radio wave exposure from 

either mobile phones or radio base stations.

Since its initiation in 2007, ericsson has co-sponsored the Swedish 

part of the CoSMoS study (International cohort study on mobile 

phone use and health). CoSMoS is being conducted in the UK, 

the netherlands, Denmark, Sweden and finland. the study aims 

to carry out long-term health monitoring of a large group of people 

(more than 200 000) to identify if there are any health issues linked 

to long-term mobile phone use. this kind of study has been identi-

fied as a priority by the world Health organization. the amount 

of mobile phone use will be verified by information provided by 

the operators and various health registers will be used to moni-

tor health over a period of at least 20 years. to assure scientific 

independence, there is a firewall mechanism in place between the 

industrial co-sponsors and the researchers.

An oPen SoCIAL netwoRK 
In our networked Society, an increasing amount of data is being 

shared via smart phones, online social networks, and machine 

to machine. Data privacy has become a growing concern among 

many users of the Internet. As a leading provider of ICt products 

and solutions, ericsson is researching and developing applications 

that address these concerns.

In 2010, we became a partner in the Stanford University Mobile 

and Social Computing Research Group (MobiSocial) which focus-

es on development of open, egalitarian social and mobile comput-

ing architecture and platforms. MobiSocial is currently developing 

solutions that allow people to interact socially without having to 

join the same proprietary social network. ericsson supports re-

search into solutions that put ownership of data into the hands of 

the user, and provide users with greater choice and transparency.

www.mobisocial.org

Ericsson supports  
research into solutions  
that put ownership of data  
into the hands of the user

ADDReSSInG HIV/AIDS  
In SUB-SAHARAn AfRICA 
Programs to improve wellness and reduce the impact of HIV/AIDS 

are making a real difference for people working with ericsson 

in sub-Saharan Africa. this includes permanent employees and 

contractors based at an ericsson office. with appreciation for their 

contribution, we continued to collaborate with the Swedish work-

place HIV/AIDS Programme (SwHAP) during 2010 by introducing 

programmes in Ghana, tanzania and Rwanda and adding to ongo-

ing efforts in South Africa, Kenya and Uganda. SwHAP provides 

support with funding and expertise for workplace activities to 

tackle HIV/AIDS. It also evaluates and follows up on programs. 

the workplace programs typically include policy formulation, in-

formation, establishment of wellness committees, training of peer 

educators, voluntary counseling and testing, providing support 

to HIV-positive employees and community outreach. In addition, 

comprehensive wellness testing is done for blood sugar, choles-

terol, BMI, blood pressure and malaria. on-going patient mana-

gement ensures that employees who are high risk in any area are 

provided with the proper support to reduce these risks. A holistic 

wellness calendar provides themes for interventions on a monthly 

basis focusing on physical, emotional and psychological wellbeing.

the SwHAP programme also enables ericsson to network and col-

laborate with other Swedish employers and consulates operating 

in sub-Saharan Africa. 

the business case is clear. An actuarial assessment commissioned 

by SwHAP in South Africa showed that a successful workplace 

program could reduce the total additional costs of HIV/AIDS for 

ericsson in South Africa by nearly 50 percent. 
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Conflict minerals – minerals mined in conditions of armed conflict 

and human rights abuses – are an issue of considerable concern 

in society. ericsson shares the concern related to mining of miner-

als in conflict zones and the work conditions in these mines. we 

continuously try to improve the conditions in our supply chain. this 

work is guided by two ericsson Group policies:

•	 The	Code	of	Conduct	which	states	our	commitment	in	the	

areas of basic human rights, labor standards, environmen-

tal management and anti-corruption in the work place. 

Compliance to this Code is a requirement for all suppliers. 

•	Our	Sustainability	Policy	which	outlines	our	commitment	to	

meet or exceed applicable legal requirements in the socio-

economic and environmental areas. 

ericsson takes active measures to ensure that we in due time will 

have processes in place to fulfill section 1502 of the wall Street 

Reform and Consumer Protection Act in an efficient and effective 

manner. our proactive efforts ensure that we are well positioned to 

meet legislative requirements in this area and we are closely fol-

lowing developments in all markets. 

Due to the complexity of this matter we recognize the impor-

tance of industry-wide efforts and participate in the sector-wide 

extractive working Group of the Global e-Sustainability Initiative. 

together with a broad range of stakeholders, including nGos and 

government agencies, this focuses on improving the transparency 

and traceability of mineral sourcing, with the goal of creating a 

multi-industry conflict-free mineral supply chain.

Towards 
conflict-free 
sourcing
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A CoMPLex SItUAtIon
the term conflict mining refers to the mining 

of columbite-tantalite, cassiterite, wolframite 

and gold ore in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo (DRC) and neighboring regions where 

the mining is believed to support the ongo-

ing conflict.  Derivatives of these minerals are 

tantalum, tin, tungsten and gold, all which 

can be used in electronics components. 

tracing the ownership and origin of these 

minerals is challenging as the supply chains 

include multiple actors, from small-scale 

producers to local consolidators as well as 

smelters and other processors. the smelting 

and refining of minerals often combines ore 

from many different sources, making it dif-

ficult to trace their origin after refining.  

there has been an ongoing debate about 

whether companies should simply pull out 

of mining in the region, or support a ban. In  

ericsson’s view, that is not necessarily the 

best approach. the DRC has a large legal 

mining industry that provides employment 

and income for many workers. the oeCD and 

others have noted that a ban could damage 

the economy and stability of the country. we 

are concerned about mining activities that 

occur where human rights are not respected. 

our goal is to find an approach that improves 

labor and living standards while taking every 

effort to ensure an effective, verifiable, con-

flict-free sourcing from the region.

Derivatives of  
conflict minerals  
are tantalum, tin,  
tungsten and gold 
ore, all which can be 
used in electronics 
components.
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Empowering 
People

With an engaged and diverse workforce, ericsson is bet-
ter positioned to achieve our business and sustainability 
aims, attract and retain talent, respond to our custom-
ers’ needs and maintain a competitive advantage.

our people represent the greatest contribution to the success of 

our business and are critical to achieving our sustainability aims. At 

ericsson, we put strong emphasis on career development, perfor-

mance management and leadership growth to ensure our more than 

90,000 employees have every opportunity to fulfill their potential.

the core values of the ericsson corporate culture are respect, 

professionalism and perseverance.  our annual employee survey 

shows that over 90 percent of our employees feel the company´s 

core values are relevant to them. this attitude contributes to our 

company culture. It is also supported by our managers, who make 

sure the core values are part of everyone’s work every day.

All employees are expected to have a development plan with clear 

objectives and receive annual feedback from their managers to 

help develop their careers, identify any gaps in their knowledge and 

work towards closing those competency gaps. there is a global 

annual process to identify, assess, develop and appoint high per-

formers who have the potential to be excellent managers. ericsson 

also has several leadership assessment centers, leadership pro-

grams and executive development programs to further assess and 

develop managers. In 2010, 91percent of employees had at least 

one formal performance-related discussion with their manager.   

In our knowledge-based, networked Society, learning is essential. 

At ericsson Academy, we focus on ways to help employees ex-

change ideas, perform better, collaborate more and stimulate in-

novative thinking (p. 77).

Sustainability and corporate responsibility are increasingly impor-

tant features of what talented people seek in an employer. People 

want to work for a company that sees its role in society in a broad-

er context than simply earning a financial return for investors. they 

want a company they are proud to work for, which is managed with 

integrity and responsibility towards society and the environment, 

and where employees have an opportunity to contribute to those 

aims in their daily work. 

A company with customers in 180 countries, needs to have a  

global mindset. Diversity is a key component of how we develop 

and empower our people (p. 74).

In 2010, we met our objectives to maintain or improve performance 

level for Individual Performance Management (IPM). the results of the 

annual all employee survey, Dialog, indicated that our new culture ini-

tiative is confirmed by our employees by achieving the highest index.
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A diverse workforce is a strong, capable and innovative workforce, better able to respond to the needs of a 
global customer base and to help achieve Ericsson’s aims to contribute to sustainable development.

People with diverse background and perspectives create a dynam-

ic workplace. ericsson has a focused strategy to ensure that our 

employee base and our management teams are as diverse as the 

world in which we operate. our definition of diversity extends be-

yond gender, race, religion, ethnicity, age and other established pa-

rameters to diversity of experience, functional backgrounds, family 

situations. the goal is to be inclusive, because we believe this ap-

proach best fosters innovative thinking and drives performance. to 

reach this goal, we embed our aim to increase diversity into all our 

processes for career development and talent management. 

diVerse leadersHip

In early 2011 as part of this focused strategy, ericsson’s executive 

Leadership team increased its gender diversity, with an increase 

from eight percent women in 2009 to 20 percent women. of the top 

250 management positions in the company, 14 percent are female 

in 2010. It is important that we instill the approach that diversity is 

top of mind in developing our workforce, and built into our leader-

ship development. A diverse team – where everyone contributes with 

their unique abilities, skills and experiences, presents a competitive 

advantage and stimulates innovation. 

Diversity is  
integral to  
our culture
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74%

I believe sustainability and corporate re-

sponsibility contribute to shareholder value 

and are also important for how we do things 

as a company and what we share as a 

brand.  Sustainability is important for how 

we attract, develop and retain our team. the 

decision of graduates and top talent to join a 

viewpoint

company depends a great deal on whether 

it is run with integrity and has values that 

they share.  employees want to work for 

companies they are proud of, that are run 

with integrity and responsibility. they want 

to be involved with companies that contrib-

ute to the community and to a better world.

BInA CHAURASIA wAS APPoInteD SenIoR VICe PReSIDent AnD HeAD of GRoUP 

fUnCtIon HUMAn ReSoURCeS AnD oRGAnIzAtIon At eRICSSon In 2010.

Why is sustainability and corporate responsibility important to employees?
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Ericsson academy portal
50,000 web portal page views  / 13,000 unique visitors  /  4,500 active instructor-led courses

on average 26,000 web portal hits per month  / 2,500 active online tutorials & courses   
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In a world where information is just a finger stroke away, on a PC, 
tablet, mobile phone, or other electronic device, Ericsson’s ap-
proach to learning is in step with a Networked Society that needs 
to collaborate, connect and compete, 24/7. Ericsson Academy is 
the company’s dedicated learning initiative to pursue learning 
excellence. 

ericsson Academy is a strategic hub to inspire people and organizations to ex-

change ideas, perform better, collaborate and stimulate innovation. the Academy 

provides a range of training courses, interactive forums, and learning materials 

online and on-demand, all tailored to an individual’s need. the goal is to network 

and share knowledge with employees, customers, universities, suppliers and 

partners in order to drive the ICt industry into the next decade. 

the main focus on securing a competent, well-trained, knowledgeable workforce 

is more important than ever, indeed it is essential to our business success and 

competitiveness. ericsson aims to create a learning culture in which learning and 

collaboration is embedded in our work and processes and utilizes a wide range of 

learning methods and technologies from informal to structured, from planned to 

on-demand. we are focused on aligning learning and competence development 

with the ericsson business strategy both globally and locally. In 2010 we have 

strengthened both regional and business unit responsibility for promoting learning 

strategy, solutions and culture.

tailored learning

ericsson applies our own ICt solutions and digital learning tools to gaining 

knowledge and bolstering competencies, using the flexibility and convenience 

of learning anytime, anywhere via the Internet, smartphones, other devices and 

innovative applications. As a result, learning programs now offer shorter, more 

tailored modules satisfying a specific learning need. Competence readiness is 

one of three priorities in the ericsson learning approach. In 2010, we offered 7,000 

learning modules whereof about 2,500 were digital learning formats, a significant 

increase from 2009. every area of the company is covered, from marketing and 

sales to operations and maintenance to sustainability and corporate responsibil-

ity (a Sustainability and CR e-learning portal was designed and launched by the 

Academy in 2010).  

going interactiVe

In 2010, ericsson introduced a new platform for the learning portal with a focus 

on greater interactivity among employees, with community forums and other tools 

for employees to engage with each other and share knowledge more informally so 

that the information needed right now is available. the Academy portal receives 

about 26,000 hits per month on average, and in 2010, more than 90 percent of em-

ployees took some form of learning course. our annual employee survey showed 

a two percent improvement of our employee key indicators of learning excellence.

Learning  
on the go
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in every region of the world where ericsson operates, 
we engage in initiatives to address sustainability and 
corporate responsibility needs using communications 
technology. our employees contribute actively to di-
verse communities, joining local stakeholders to cre-
ate solutions that benefit communication for all, enable 
a low-carbon economy, and reduce our environmental 
impact.  

A flagship program for community involvement is ericsson Re-

sponse™, a volunteer initiative that deploys employees and tele-

com equipment to support the Un and other humanitarian orga-

nizations at times of disaster. with over 140 employee volunteers, 

ericsson Response™  marked its 10th anniversary in 2010, looking 

back on a decade of supporting 40 different relief efforts in more 

than 30 countries.

within the regions, ericsson has a common approach to engage-

ment with communities. Sustainability and corporate responsibility 

initiatives are aligned with our business goals of affordable, ac-

cessible communication for all and environmentally sustainable 

technologies.

yet innovation and decision-making take place at the local level. 

the greatest impact can be achieved where local needs are un-

derstood. this also empowers our employees to take ownership 

of ericsson’s sustainability and corporate responsibility objectives. 

In 2010, projects ranged from introducing video-conferencing to 

migrant workers in India, providing education to street children in 

the Philippines and earning recognition from the Carbon trust for 

carbon-saving initiatives in our UK operations.

CARING FOR THE 
COMMUNITY
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ericsson response’s operation in Haiti was the big-
gest in the 10-year history of the organization, with 19 
volunteers responding to the United nations requested 
assistance following the 2010 disaster. the 2g/gsm 
network that ericsson volunteers quickly assembled 
allowed aid organizations to work more efficiently and 
provide desperately needed support.

A devastating earthquake that struck Haiti on 12 January 2010 
claimed over 225,000 lives, according to annual data compiled on 
behalf of the Un by the Centre for Research on the epidemiology 
of Disasters (CReD). one of the world’s poorest countries, Haiti 
struggled to cope as the international community moved rapidly to 
assist with the disaster, the deadliest during 2010.

when a natural disaster strikes, communication is vital. that’s the 
driving motivation behind ericsson Response, an employee vol-
unteer organization that marked its 10th anniversary in 2010. one 
of our flagship Corporate Responsibility programs, ericsson Re-
sponse, is a humanitarian, non-commercial venture. As the market 
leader in telecom, we provide logistics and communications sup-
port in emergencies so that relief operations can carry out their 
work. typically, following a disaster, ericsson Response receives a 
request from partners, prepares volunteers, sets up and maintains 
communications in the disaster area for our partners for as long as 
they need us. 

. 

 On the ground

 in Haiti 
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HigHly trained VolUnteers

ericsson response was formed when 

employees expressed their wish to con-

tribute their experience and competen-

cies to disaster situations. ericsson pro-

vides 7,000+ hours of annual training to 

the more than 140 employees willing to 

volunteer their time and effort.

in the event of disaster, ericsson part-

ners with Un relief agencies such as the 

World food program, the Un office for 

the coordination of Humanitarian affairs 

(UnocHa). Un children’s fund (Unicef) 

and other international humanitarian or-

ganizations such as the international 

federation of red cross and red cres-

cent societies and save the children. 

six-montH mission

the mission lasted over six months in 

Haiti. a total of 19 volunteers provided 

on-site work during six months. Volun-

teers set up a portable 2g/gsm con-

tainer system. the 2g/gsm network 

provided mobile communications for an 

area of approximately 40 square kilome-

ters, covering Un and ngo camps in 

and around the capital, port-au-prince. 

the network handled an average of 3000 

calls a day and up to 5000 calls during 

peak periods, making it possible for 

Un agencies and ngos to have crucial 

communication services.  furthermore, 

volunteers were seconded to organiza-

tions such as Wfp and Unicef as ict 

support to set up their own networks.
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ericsson response’s operation in Haiti was the biggest in the 10-
year history of the organization, with 19 volunteers responding to 
the United nations requested assistance following the 2010 disaster. 
the 2g/gsm network that ericsson volunteers quickly assembled 
allowed aid organizations to work more efficiently and provide des-
perately needed support.   
In its decade of work in supporting relief organizations with communications, 

ericsson has become better at determining which skills and solutions to offer to 

make the relief work more efficient. transportation and logistics are always chal-

lenging in such situations. By constantly reviewing how to better prepare and 

train volunteers, and improve the efficiency of its equipment, ericsson Response 

remains ready to be mobilized at any time.

Ericsson 
Response
 MARkING A DECADE OF SERVICE

extreme floods in Algeria

Severe drought in tajikistan.  

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

flooding in Hungary

earthquakes hit Pakistan, 

Peru, el Salvador, India. 

Rail disaster in tanzania 

food crisis in Lesotho

Humanitarian aid to 

Afghanistan.

earthquakes strike Algeria, Iran

Humanitarian aid to Liberia 

Hurricane in Caribbean.

tsunami devastates India, 

Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and 

thailand.

A DeCADe of DISASteR ReLIef SUPPoRt At times of disaster, ericsson provides ICt support 

based on specific requests from aid organizations. this includes deployment of radio links, base stations or 2G/GSM systems.
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“the world food Pro-

gramme (wfP) congratu-

lates ericsson Response 

for 10 years of leading in-

novation and achievement. 

we look forward to our on-

going partnership and the 

enthusiastic, reliable and 

professional support your 

team brings in providing 

telecommunications in hu-

manitarian emergencies.” 

Jakob Kern, Deputy Director 

- IT Division, World Food 

Programme (WFP)

“I have always been proud 

to work for a company that 

strives to make a differ-

ence in the world and one 

that allows its employees 

the opportunity to make a 

real and tangible difference 

themselves.” 

Brent Carbno, Volunteer, 

Ericsson Canada

“over the past decade     

ericsson’s provision of 

emergency telecommuni-

cations and ICt support 

has greatly helped the in-

ternational response to hu-

manitarian crises. through 

its work, ericsson volun-

teers are reaching out to 

millions of people in need. 

I hope that we will continue 

to work together to support 

people in times of crisis.”

Valerie Amos, the United 

Nations Under-Secretary-

General for Humanitarian 

Affairs and Emergency 

Relief Coordinator (The 

United Nations Office for 

the Coordination of Hu-

manitarian Affairs- OCHA)

	  

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Hurricane Katrina hits the US

earthquake in Pakistan.

Supporting aid workers 

in southern Sudan with 

connectivity 

Continued relief to 

earthquake victims 

Pakistan.

establishing connectivity 

capabilities for aid workers in 

the Central African Republic 

earthquake hits Peru.

established connectivity 

capabilities for Save the 

Children in southern Sudan.

Supported Un when 

typhoons hit the Philippines. 

Support Un de-mining 

mission in Democratic 

Republic of Congo

Heavy flooding in Panama.

Major earthquake strikes Haiti.
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Face to face in India 
Migrant workers in rural India are finding a more rewarding way to 

keep in touch their families in distant cities through a pilot project 

initiated by ericsson to bring video-conferencing facilities to Public 

Call offices (PCos) where only voice calls were previously avail-

able. today eight public booths—four in new Delhi and the rest in 

Begusarai in Bihar—are equipped with 3G/wCDMA-enabled video 

phones. Rural and urban migrant workers can now do video con-

ferencing at an affordable rate. It is also an economic boost for the 

PCo business in India. 

with over 70 percent of India’s rural population contributing to 

60 percent growth of mobile telecommunication, Aamne Saamne 

(“face to face)” is designed to help those who cannot afford mo-

bile phones, Internet access or high-speed broadband to benefit 

from new forms of connectivity. the project earned a silver trophy 

at the Rural Marketing Association of India Corporate Awards 2010, 

which recognizes innovative solutions aimed at rural consumers.

World at their fingertips 
Primary and secondary students from low-income families in Brunei 

who lack computers and Internet access at home now have a world 

of information available to them at school. for the second consecu-

tive year, ericsson and mobile operator DSt Communications pro-

vided high-speed mobile broadband access, laptops and routers 

to 3,000 students at six schools in Brunei. the project supports the 

Brunei Ministry of education’s Mobile teaching & Learning (MobiteL) 

program, enabling adoption of web access and e-learning. 

Students can now access media-rich web content such as anima-

tions, video and interactive graphics. this has inspired new forms of 

teaching and helped students grasp concepts in interactive environ-

ments. through improved technology skills and knowledge, the aim is 

to empower students in Brunei to seize the opportunities of a global, 

networked economy.

Carbon smart earns Trust 
Being carbon smart at ericsson Ltd in the UK earned the com-

pany the Carbon trust Standard certificate, becoming one of just 

400 companies in the UK with that distinction. Companies are as-

sessed by independent third parties in three areas: carbon footprint 

measurement, carbon management, and carbon reduction perfor-

mance. the Standard is part of the Carbon trust, a not-for-profit 

company helping business and organizations cut carbon emis-

sions, save energy and commercialize low-carbon technologies.

In order to achieve the Standard, ericsson measured the carbon 

footprint over the past three years, and tracked progress in reduc-

ing emissions through measures such as refurbishing offices, in-

troducing new air conditioning systems, updating the lighting, and 

improving building management con-

trols. the recognition is spurring fur-

ther carbon-saving activities and helps 

ericsson fulfill the requirements of the 

UK Government’s Carbon Reduction 

Commitment.

making 
a difference
in our 10 regions around the world, ericsson is working with a variety of partners to deliver results on shared sus-
tainability aims, making a difference to the quality of life, and boosting local economies and local communities.
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Over the rainbow 
for Manila’s street children, their rainbow is a mobile education van 

helping them to get off the streets and onto the path of a better life. 

Called “Bahaghari” by the children, which means “rainbow” in the 

local language, the van is equipped with a laptop and broadband 

access and used to conduct weekly teaching sessions. ericsson 

and Sony-ericsson together with the United nations Children’s 

fund (UnICef) began the Mobile education and Child Protection 

Program in 2009. Some 200 street children have benefited from 

the program, learning vital skills such as how and where to report 

incidents of abuse, exploitation and violence against them and 

other children, and gaining better access to social services.

the learning sessions are held by trained street educators (some 

of whom are former street children themselves) using interactive 

information technology. Parents also have the opportunity for 

counseling. In 2010, around 15 street children were able to take 

equivalency exams that would enable them to be certified as 

having completed their elementary-level or secondary-level edu-

cation. As of february 2011, five of these children have passed 

Heavy waters in Pakistan 
the devastating floods that struck Pakistan in July 2010 affected 

20.5 million people, one-fifth of Pakistan’s total land area. the in-

tensity of the floods severely damaged optical fiber cables, caus-

ing a service blackout across the network of warid telecom in 

Balochistan, the country’s largest province. As a result, the co-

ordination of essential humanitarian relief activities was severely 

jeopardized. warid requested urgent assistance from ericsson to 

restore service in Balochistan. ericsson proposed to transfer traffic 

from the damaged optical fiber network to a satellite-based very 

small aperture terminal (VSAt) system. this solution had never pre-

viously been implemented in Pakistan.

through efficient co-operation between ericsson’s local customer 

support and global support, engineers rapidly provided the re-

quired configurations and both voice and SMS traffic were suc-

cessfully tested using VSAt media. Service was soon restored on 

warid’s network and aid could begin to reach thousands of people 

who desperately needed it.

seconday-level education equivalency.  we will continue to monitor 

and support them as they progress towards vocational or college 

education. 
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sony ericsson is a joint venture between sony corpora-
tion and ericsson. sony ericsson combines the strengths 
of its parent companies and over the years the company 
has brought together the best communications technol-
ogies with superior entertainment user experiences to 
create its xperia™-line of smartphones. 

Sustainability affects all aspects of Sony ericsson’s business. the 

company works both internally and with its supply chain to ensure 

that human rights are respected, the carbon footprint is kept to a 

minimum and unwanted substances are not allowed to contaminate 

the environment.  

ericsson and Sony ericsson actively partner on many projects to 

benefit socio-economic development and humanitarian causes, 

such as Refugees United, ericsson Response, and the Millennium 

Villages. Sony ericsson’s three environmental targets (using 2008 

figures as a baseline) are:

•	 By	2015,	reduce	CO2 from our internal activities by 20 percent

•	 By	2015,	reduce	CO2 from the life-cycle of our products  

 by 15 percent

•	 Collect	1	million	phones	annually	through	our	Global	Take-Back		

 programme by 2011

greenHeart™ 

GreenHeart™ is a line of products aimed at reducing environ-

mental impact, including reducing packaging, eliminating paper 

manuals, and using waterborne paint and recycled plastics. the 

first GreenHeart™ products were launched 2009. In 2010 a line of 

phones (Cedar, Aspen, elm, Hazel), chargers and accessories were 

launched. the GreenHeart™ charger  complies with the energy 

Star level V and has a standby power-loss that is less than 30mw.

In 2010, Aspen and elm earned first and second place in the 

smartphone and mobile phone categories in the Greenpeace 

Green electronics Survey. Aspen scored highest not only in the 

chemicals and life-cycle sections; it also has the highest amount 

of recycled plastic of all the ranked brands. elm earned second 

place due to strong performance in the chemicals section, usage 

of recycled plastics and scored highest in the life-cycle category. 

http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/publications/reports/

towards-green-electronics-Getting-greener-but-not-there-yet/

sUpply cHain

Sony ericsson is continuously evolving its approach towards sup-

ply chain responsibility. Sony ericsson works closely with suppliers  

to raise their standards of basic human rights, working conditions 

and health & safety. the focus is not on the total number of assess-

ments or audits but rather on helping selected suppliers to obtain 

a profound understanding of the issues, in order to achieve lasting 

improvements. In 2010, Sony ericsson performed supply chain CSR 

activities at 30 sites, including component suppliers and manufac-

turing sites, all located in China, which Sony ericsson considers a 

critical region for monitoring the supply chain.

Sony ericsson welcomes initiatives that highlight issues surround-

ing metal extraction, so-called ‘conflict minerals’ focus on the min-

eral mining from the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo 

(DRC) and its surrounding area. Sony ericsson has been in dia-

logue and cooperation with various organizations and bodies to 

find solutions to the complex issue. In 2010, Sony ericsson joined 

the Supply Chain and extractive working Groups of GeSI, the global 

e-sustainability initiative, as part of an industry initiative together 

with government authorities, nGos and various international orga-

nizations to address the issue.

contact

to learn more, please visit Sony ericsson Sustainability site at 

www.sonyericsson.com/sustainability

for any inquiries on Sony ericsson Sustainability works, please 

contact sustainability@sonyericsson.com

Sony Ericsson
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st-ericsson is a world leader in developing wire-
less platforms and semiconductors, bringing smarter 
communication, on-the-go entertainment and mobile 
broadband connectivity to people around the globe. a 
50/50 joint venture of ericsson and stmicroelectron-
ics, st-ericsson has one of most advanced product 
portfolios in the industry. as a global business and 
thought leader, st-ericsson is strongly committed to 
sustainable development.

energy-efficient solUtions

St-ericsson focuses on power-efficient solutions for all its products 

and processes. one example is a power management solution that 

significantly reduces the charging time for mobile devices from a 

wall socket. this is part of the new PowerHUBtM family of prod-

ucts that will also harvest energy from a wide range of sources, 

including renewable energy. the aim is to cut the time needed to 

charge a mobile device, thus reducing energy consumption. with 

the PM2300, a three amps charger can be used, instead of the 

standard 1.5 amps, thus reducing the charging time by 50 percent. 

ST-Ericsson
monitoring oUr performance

In April 2010, after only 14 months in operation, St-ericsson 

achieved an ISo 14001 worldwide certificate.   

A worldwide monitoring scheme was also introduced in the first 

quarter 2010, based on selected environmental key performance 

indicators: 

•	 Product	power	consumption	

•	 Number	of	wafers	used	per	million	chips	

•	 CO2 footprint related to business travel 

•	 Site	energy	and	paper	used	

•	 Electronic	waste	(e-waste)	collected 

the 2011 objectives focus on continuing the worldwide deploy-

ment of the environmental management system by fixing mid- and 

long-term environmental targets. these will be formally approved 

by top management at end of March 2011.

actiVe role in society

St-ericsson applies the code of conduct promoted by the elec-

tronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (eICC). It requires suppliers to 

comply with their code and with the european Union’s Restriction 

of Hazardous Substances Directive for electrical and electronic 

equipment (RoHS). the company implements a banned and re-

stricted substances list for all its products and packaging based on 

the RoHS directive and based on the same list used by ericsson.
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MEMBERSHIP AND AFFILIATIONS
BroadBand commission for digital deVelopment

with the support of United nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-

moon, the Broadband Commission for Digital Development was 

launched on 10 May 2010 by the International telecommunication 

Union (ItU) and the United nations educational, Scientific and Cul-

tural organization (UneSCo). It is chaired jointly by President Paul 

Kagame of Rwanda and Mr Carlos Slim Hélu, Honorary Lifetime 

Chairman of Grupo Carso, with ItU Secretary-General Hamadoun 

I. touré and UneSCo Director-General Irina Bokova as vice chairs.  

ericsson is a founding member of the Broadband Commission and 

our Ceo is a Commissioner.

www.broadbandcommission.org

BUsiness call to action – Undp

ericsson is a member of Business Call to Action (BctA) and suppor-

ted the launch of the BCtA in 2008, which aims to accelerate pro-

gress towards the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) by chal-

lenging companies to develop inclusive business models that offer 

the potential for both commercial success and development impact. 

http://www.businesscalltoaction.org/

clinton gloBal initiatiVe  

established in 2005 by former US President Bill Clinton, the Clin-

ton Global Initiative (CGI) convenes global leaders to devise and 

implement innovative solutions to some of the world’s most pres-

sing challenges. At its Annual Meeting and at events throughout 

the year, CGI gathers government officials, business leaders, and 

nonprofit directors from all over the world, creating opportunities 

for them to collaborate, share ideas, and forge partnerships that 

enhance their work. to fulfill the action-oriented mission of CGI, 

members devise practical solutions to global issues through the 

development of specific and measurable Commitments to Action.

Gaid

Under the umbrella of the Un, the Global Alliance for ICt and 

Development (GAID) is a multi-stakeholder partnership aimed at 

bridging the digital divide. GAID focuses on issues of access, con-

nectivity, content and education. ericsson has been a member of 

its Board since 2007. 

www.un-gaid.org

gesi

ericsson is a founding member of the Global e-Sustainability Initia-

tive (GeSI) and is represented on the Board of Directors and heads 

the Global Policy work Group. GeSI aims to create an open and 

global forum for the improvement and promotion of products, ser-

vices and access to ICt to benefit society and the environment. 

Sustainable sourcing and climate change are key issues on the 

agenda.

www.gesi.org

step

with members from industry, government, the nGo sector and 

academia, the Solving the e-waste Problem (SteP) initiative deve-

lops sustainable solutions to e-waste through analysis, planning 

and pilot projects.

www.step-initiative.org

symBiocity 

SymbioCity is a network of Swedish companies and organisations. 

It was founded on the initiative of the Swedish Government and 

Swedish Industry. SymbioCity is administrated by the Swedish 

trade Council, with offices in more than 60 countries around the 

world. the headquarters are situated in Stockholm.

 www.symbiocity.org

United nations gloBal compact

this is an organization for businesses committed to aligning their 

operations and strategies with 10 universally accepted principles in 

the areas of human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption

www.unglobalcompact.org 

ericsson was one of the first signatories of the Un Global Compact.

ericsson also sUpports  

tHe caring for climate initiatiVe. 

this is a voluntary and complementary action platform for Un Glo-

bal Compact participants who seek to demonstrate leadership on 

the issue of climate change. It provides a framework for business 

leaders to advance practical solutions and help shape public policy 

as well as public attitudes. Chief executive officers who support 

the statement are prepared to set goals, develop and expand stra-

tegies and practices, and to publicly disclose emissions as part of 

their existing disclosure commitment within the Un Global Com-

pact framework, the Communication on Progress.

we SUPPoRt 
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Recognition of performance
corporate responsiBility sUpplier aWard

ericsson earned the Corporate Responsibility Supplier Award from 

telecom operator Vodafone based on the findings of its Supplier Per-

formance Management (SPM) system which covers corporate re-

sponsibility, financial stability, technical capability, delivery and qua-

lity of service as well as the strength of the commercial relationship. 

coValence etHicalQUote   

ericsson was number eight in the technology sector in the Cova-

lence ethicalquote ranking for first-quarter 2010. the ranking, an 

ethical reputation scoring system, is calculated for 581 multinatio-

nals within 18 sectors. 

etHiBel   

ericsson was included in the ethibel exCeLLenCe Investment Re-

gister in 2010, which ranks companies for socially responsible and 

ethical investments. 

e-legacy aWard

ericsson Power Modules was recognized for environmental excel-

lence and presented the ’Investment in the environment Award’ at 

the electronic Product Design (ePD) e-Legacy awards for the 3e 

concept contributing to reducing energy consumption. ericsson 

is the first company to offer digitally controlled and PMBus com-

pliant DC/DC power-modules for ICt. the 3e concept and Design 

for environment working practices will contribute to reducing the 

carbon footprint of its products by 40 percent by 2013 from a 2008 

baseline. 

ftse4good

ftSe Group confirms that ericsson has been independently as-

sessed according to the ftSe4Good criteria, and has satisfied the 

requirements to become a constituent of the ftSe4Good Index 

Series. Created by the global index company ftSe Group, ftSe-

4Good is an equity index series that is designed to facilitate invest-

ment in companies that meet globally recognised corporate respon-

sibility standards. Companies in the ftSe4Good Index Series have 

met stringent social and environmental criteria, and are positioned 

to capitalize on the benefits of responsible business practice.

green company of tHe year in india  

ericsson received the three top prizes, including the Green Com-

pany of the year, at Voice & Data (V&D) telecom Awards in India.

GReenPeACe  

ericsson earned second place in the Greenpeace Cool It Leader-

board evaluation of the ICt sector’s environmental performance.

Greenpeace uses three criteria to evaluate ICt companies: efforts 

to offer economy-wide technological climate solutions that con-

tribute to global greenhouse gas reductions; initiatives to reduce 

emissions from (the assessed company’s) own footprint; and active 

engagement in political advocacy and support for science-based 

climate and energy policies. Regarding ericsson, Greenpeace no-

ted ”the strength of its real-world case studies, which measure how 

its solutions are driving down emissions. 

rUral innoVation aWard 

ericsson India was awarded a silver trophy from the Rural Marke-

ting Association of India (RMAI) in the ICt category for the ”Aamne 

Samne” mobile video solution for Public Call offices (PCos). RMAI 

is an industry body devoted to furthering the cause of rural mar-

keting. Aamne Samne (face to face) enables migrant workers to 

stay more closely connected to their families via video calls in the 

PCos. the award recognizes the potential of ericsson’s business 

model to impact millions--both the owners of PCos and the rural 

consumer segment that represents about 800 million people.

sarasin sUstainaBility matrix 

Bank Sarasin, a major provider of Socially Responsible Investment 

in europe, confirmed a Company Rating of “high” for ericsson in 

the Sarasin Sustainability Matrix, compared with other It equip-

ment companies. In the It equipment and electronics Industry Ra-

ting ericsson was “average”.

WWf sWeden & gartner assessment 

ericsson ranked second in Carbon Delivery today – the environme-

ntal impact of the ICt industry (representing an estimated 2% of 

global carbon emissions) and second in Carbon Delivery tomorrow 

- Applications of ICt (the 98% of carbon emissions that come from 

other sectors) in an assessment of low-carbon and environmental 

ICt leadership  by Gartner, Inc. and wwf. the survey examined 

performance among 28 ICt companies.
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Objectives and achievements
Status   objectives 2010   Achievements 2010     objectives 2011
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100 percent of the Millennium Villages 
connected.

over 90 percent of the villages have some form of connectivity.  
An additional village in Liberia was added and is pending. A 
village in ethiopia is under investigation to connect during 2011.

Complete Liberia site installation powered 
by renewable energy and community power 
commercially launched.

Launched Connect to Learn, a global education initiative 
designed to use ICt to improve access to and quality of 
secondary education worldwide.

Deploy Connect to Learn in at least 4 Millennium 
Village schools. Continue to develop affordable ICt 
solutions such as PC as a Service and Learnquick 
for use in secondary schools targeted by Connect to 
Learn.

Introduce at least three new applications 
to benefit the poor.

More than three new applications have been implemented: 
Refugees Reunification mobile application,  Mobile Survey 
tool, ericsson Virtual Private number, ericsson Collect Call, 
ericsson Mobile Auction and ericsson Learnquick.

Launch smart phone application for Refugees United 
and support in enabling 120.000 refugees to register 
in the Refugees United data base to search for 
missing family and loved ones.

Publish Monitoring and evaluation 
Report, and define a model for 
socio-economic impacts of mobile 
communications.

A report on “the impact of mobile connectivity on the 
Millennium Development Goals” in Africa was published. 
A model for socio-economic impact from broadband was 
published.

Initiate study to analyze social and economic impacts 
of communication projects aimed at supporting the 
poorest of the poor. 

Handover project to local stakeholders 
for the establishment of search and 
rescue capabilities in the Lake Victoria 
Region.

the search and rescue report was handed over to Lake 
Victoria Basin Committee, responsible for search and rescue 
for tanzania, Uganda and Kenya. A report, ”Life lines at Lake 
Victoria” was published with recommendations.

Develop applications to support 
distribution of weather information, 
agriculture and community power.

A Mobile weather Service was developed to support fishermen 
and farmers to mitigate and take actions based on specific 
weather forecasts.

Complete deployment of weather services and alerts 
in east Africa for selected user groups.  

Install up to 100 new weather monitoring 
stations in east Africa and support 
the development of end-user services 
related to weather and climate.

Global Humanitarian forum (GHf) ceased to exist and 
project was transferred to African Centre of Meteorological 
Applications for Development (ACMAD). this impacted the 
results of the initiative, but ericsson and wMo continued with 
distribution of weather info in east Africa.

10 percent Group-level carbon footprint 
reduction per subscriber (applied on 
product portfolio level).

ericsson achieved annual 10 percent reduction target (see 
Carbon footprint target result 2010 graph) p. 49.

10 percent ericsson carbon footprint reduction 
measure as Co2 emissions per subscriber, including 
ericsson own activities and products in operation.

Leverage use of virtual collaboration 
tools to reduce business travel by 10 
percent and set global travel baseline.

In 2010, we established a Group travel management function 
and consolidated our travel agency supplier base from more 
than 60 suppliers to two. this will improve ability to gather 
travel data, including Co2 data.

to reduce business travel, deploy our own smart work 
solution, Business Communication Suite including 
web-conferencing and other virtual collaboration 
tools, which can also be shared with other external 
parties.

Increase outbound surface shipping 
target from 60 to 70 percent.

Component shortage has led to an increase in shipping by air. 
46 percent of the outbound shipments were surface shipments.

Increase outbound surface shipping to 70 percent 
using the global share of surface transport indicator.

establishment of global energy 
management program worldwide.

75 percent of the global environment and energy management 
program has been established.

Reduce energy use in offices by three percent per 
employee.

our Global facility Management Supplier 
to establish a Competence Center in the 
area of energy Management including 
implementation of a new environment 
and energy Reporting System.

Competence Centers in the area of energy Management and 
implementation of a new environment and energy Reporting 
System were established covering over 40 percent of the total 
building space.

Reduce energy consumption from data center and 
Hub over 30 percent from baseline.

Perform energy Audits on major 
locations (>5.000 m2 and lease period 
left > 5 years).

30 percent of the major locations have been audited. we have 
included and audited within the scope of these energy audits 
the majority locations with test labs.

Define a baseline for our test environment areas.

ensure that less than 5 percent of waste 
of electrical and electronic equipment 
(weee) is disposed of in landfill.

In 2010, less than 5 percent material collected and processed 
was sent to landfill and more than 95 percent was recovered.

Increase the volume of collected take-
back material by 20 percent during 2010.

we have collected/taken-back less material than previous year 
due to there being a fewer number of operator change-outs of 
equipment.

establish new measurement for equipment put on 
Market and achieve 20 percent volume of weee 
take-back vs. equipment Put on Market.

Implementation of new tool for materials 
declaration.

During 2010 a new materials declaration tool was launched. 

Initiate processes and procedures, including supplier 
requirements, to ensure elimination of conflict 
minerals from our supply chain that might contribute 
to financing armed conflicts. 
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Objectives and achievements

work in progress not completedtarget achieved
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100 percent of the Millennium Villages 
connected.

over 90 percent of the villages have some form of connectivity.  
An additional village in Liberia was added and is pending. A 
village in ethiopia is under investigation to connect during 2011.

Complete Liberia site installation powered 
by renewable energy and community power 
commercially launched.

Launched Connect to Learn, a global education initiative 
designed to use ICt to improve access to and quality of 
secondary education worldwide.

Deploy Connect to Learn in at least 4 Millennium 
Village schools. Continue to develop affordable ICt 
solutions such as PC as a Service and Learnquick 
for use in secondary schools targeted by Connect to 
Learn.

Introduce at least three new applications 
to benefit the poor.

More than three new applications have been implemented: 
Refugees Reunification mobile application,  Mobile Survey 
tool, ericsson Virtual Private number, ericsson Collect Call, 
ericsson Mobile Auction and ericsson Learnquick.

Launch smart phone application for Refugees United 
and support in enabling 120.000 refugees to register 
in the Refugees United data base to search for 
missing family and loved ones.

Publish Monitoring and evaluation 
Report, and define a model for 
socio-economic impacts of mobile 
communications.

A report on “the impact of mobile connectivity on the 
Millennium Development Goals” in Africa was published. 
A model for socio-economic impact from broadband was 
published.

Initiate study to analyze social and economic impacts 
of communication projects aimed at supporting the 
poorest of the poor. 

Handover project to local stakeholders 
for the establishment of search and 
rescue capabilities in the Lake Victoria 
Region.

the search and rescue report was handed over to Lake 
Victoria Basin Committee, responsible for search and rescue 
for tanzania, Uganda and Kenya. A report, ”Life lines at Lake 
Victoria” was published with recommendations.

Develop applications to support 
distribution of weather information, 
agriculture and community power.

A Mobile weather Service was developed to support fishermen 
and farmers to mitigate and take actions based on specific 
weather forecasts.

Complete deployment of weather services and alerts 
in east Africa for selected user groups.  

Install up to 100 new weather monitoring 
stations in east Africa and support 
the development of end-user services 
related to weather and climate.

Global Humanitarian forum (GHf) ceased to exist and 
project was transferred to African Centre of Meteorological 
Applications for Development (ACMAD). this impacted the 
results of the initiative, but ericsson and wMo continued with 
distribution of weather info in east Africa.

Status   objectives 2010   Achievements 2010     objectives 2011

Develop specific sustainability and CR 
criteria for joint ventures.

Specific criteria for reporting sustainability and CR for Joint 
Ventures have been created and used for this report.

nortel integrated in key areas of ericsson 
Group Management System (eGMS).

formerly acquired nortel operations have been integrated in 
ericsson Business Units and in key areas of ericsson Group 
Management System (eGMS).

Conduct corporate responsibility training 
for the ericsson Board of Directors.

Corporate responsibility session with Board of Directors 
completed. 

Conduct corporate responsibility training for the 
ericsson Board of Directors.

establish baseline for new measurement 
of sustainability & CR  performance.

A new target set including not just carbon footprint but also 
thought leadership, perception and performance.

Improve ericsson sustainability leadership based on 
thought leadership, perception and performance.

Launch sustainability and CR employee 
awareness and engagement program.

Launched new Sustainability policy and an ericsson 
Academy e-learning course on Sustainability and Corporate 
Responsibility and developed employee engagement pilot 
program. 

Complete employee engagement pilot project within 
selected units.

Implement the occupational Health and 
Safety Assessment Series (oHSAS) 
18001.

formal 3rd party (DnV) assessments of our oHS performance 
in 23 countries has been completed. 
 
A major project to align ericsson Group Management System 
to oHSAS18001 has been completed.

Perform oHS according to the standards set in 
the ericsson Group Management System and in 
compliance with oHSAS 18001. 

establish Business warehouse Database 
as a common tool for supplier CoC 
classification and reporting.

Data base was established and most units actively using it.

Increase environmental focus within the S-CoC audit 
program by developing, piloting and implementing 
supplier environmental audit scheme in selected 
regions. 

Launch the web-based CoC training in 
eight more languages. Actively inform all 
suppliers and encourage its use globally.

Supplier Code of Conduct on-line training is publicly available 
in 13 languages, and all regional sourcing organizations have 
been actively informed  to encourage all suppliers to use the 
training.

over 90 percent of all Strategic Sourcing personnel 
will complete the Code of Conduct training for 
Suppliers during 2011.

Develop and implement a five-year 
S-CoC strategy

the strategy exists and is used as a high-level steering 
document

Continue to improve and develop the 
S-CoC Program using regular auditor 
seminars, internal collaboration sites, 
continued trainings, conferences and 
other means

eight S-CoC Auditor trainings and two global auditor 
seminars were held and a collaboration site on the Intranet 
was launched.  More than 1640 sourcing and other relevant 
personnel have attended the observer training since it was 
launched

Maintenance and development of the 
S-CoC Program is included in each BU/
MU top management scorecard.

Regional S-CoC Program target compliance exceeded 90 
percent stretch level as part of Business Units and Regional 
Sourcing scorecard.

Maintenance and development of the S-CoC Program  
is included in each Region top management scorecard.

Maintain or improve performance level for 
Individual Performance Management (IPM).

we have maintained perceived quality of Individual 
Performance Management (IPM) discussions. 
 
An improvement to the IPM process has been developed in 
2010.

90 percent of employees to have 
strengthened their competence through 
ericsson Academy.

More than 90 percent of our employees have engaged in one or 
more formal training activities.

Introduce a technical certification program to our 
employees, initially covering the skills within the IP and 
converged IP domain.

external introduction of ericsson 
Academy.

Many of our training centers, offering customer training 
have become ericsson Academy Centers. ericsson is now 
also offering free of charge e-learning opportunities on the 
ericsson.com website.

Continue to expand the free of charge e-learning 
offering to external audiences.

10 percent improvements of our 
employee key indicators of learning 
excellence.

our employee perception on learning excellence has improved 
two percent in our annual all employee survey (Dialog). 

Launch a mobile application for certain workforce 
groups to access tailored tutorials and performance 
support.

establish a maturity framework for 
competence management excellence.

A Global Learning excellence framework was established in 
2010 and successfully implemented.

Launch a mobile application for certain workforce 
groups to access tailored tutorials and performance 
support.

Leverage on our educational assets in 
one to two key CR projects.

ericsson developed a web-based internal learning site 
supporting Sustainability and CR.

Launch new ways of working to guide all 
employee behavior, including diversity 
parameters.

our new culture initiative, “It begins with us”, was launched for 
all employees in 2010.   

At least three activities to illustrate telecom 
as a catalyst for a sustainable society.

More than three engagements illustrate telecom as a catalyst 
for a sustainable society, covering sustainable cities, transport 
and smart grids: 
 
•	Stockholm	Royal	seaport	project	with	City	of	Stockholm 
•	Energy	Australia	Smart	Grid	Communications	 
   network project 
•	Carbon	Smart	Commuting	Concept 
•	Active	engagement	in	the	launch	of	Guadalajara	ICT		 
   Declaration at CoP16

Show how ICt contributes to a low-carbon economy 
by engaging with selected stakeholders on at least 
three projects or initiatives.  
 
Continue to engage and drive climate negotiations 
related activities together with external organizations 
such as the Broadband Commission and GeSI.
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UN Global Compact 
Annual Communication 
on Progress 
ericsson endorses the 10 Un Global Compact (UnGC) princip-
les which provide a universal framework for business conduct. 
the UnGC principles guide us in development of Group practices 
within our sphere of influence. through initiatives like Refugees 
United and Connect to Learn; ericsson Response, the Millennium 
Villages and weather Info for All, we mobilize our core business to 
support Un efforts to alleviate poverty, improve the environment 

and bridge the digital divide.

ericsson policies and directiVes
Respect for human rights and intolerance of corruption are embo-
died in our values of respect, professionalism and perseverance 
and in our Code of Business ethics. the Code of Conduct (CoC) 
aims to protect human rights, promote fair employment and safe 
working conditions, and maintain high ethical standards. the Sus-
tainability Policy, replacing the previous environmental Policy, de-
scribes our commitment to reduce the environmental impact of 
our own operations and to support socio-economic development 
through communication for all. the CR component of our Global 
Assessment Program rose from 20 percent to 25 percent in 2010. 
Suppliers must meet high social and environmental standards. In 
2010, the ericsson Board of Directors completed annual sustaina-
bility and CR training and we launched a CR and sustainability en-

gagement e-learning program.

HUman rigHts
ericsson sees access to communication as a basic human right. 
our first obligation is to avoid complicity in human rights abuse, 
notably in countries where regulations and ethical standards are not 
enforced. our core technologies can also help improve lives, pro-
mote democratic societies and generate economic opportunities. 
Among our actions:

•	 Addressed	the	issue	of	conflict	minerals	in	our	supply	chain	and	
in sector initiatives, (p. 70).  

•	 Joined	the	Stanford	University	Mobile	and	Social	Computing	
Research Group (MobiSocial) to address privacy issues around 
open social networks (p. 69).

•	 CEO	served	as	a	Commissioner	on	the	Broadband	Commission	
for Digital Development which presented a Declaration to the 
Un General Secretary at the 2010 Millennium Development Go-
als Summit. our partnership in the Millennium Villages initiative 
supports sub-Saharan Africans’ right to health, education and 
equality (p. 16).

•	 Published	a	“Monitoring	and	Evaluation	Report”	on	the	Millen-
nium Villages, defining a model for socio-economic impacts of 
mobile communications (p. 16).

•	 Published	report,	“Life	Lines	at	Lake	Victoria”,	assessing	out-
come of the communications project for people living around 

Lake Victoria in east Africa (p. 14).

•	 Conducted	550	S-CoC	audits	and	218	on-site	assessments	of	

supply chain; increased online CoC training for suppliers to 13 

languages (p. 66).

fair laBor practices

Human resources procedures ban discrimination and ensure equa-

lity and diversity in our operations. we encourage union member-

ship. In countries where workers cannot freely choose member-

ship, work conditions are discussed with local management in a 

structured format. In 2010, we

•	 Strengthened	global	approach	to	health	&	safety,	progressed	

towards implementation of the occupation Health and Safety 

Assessment Series (oHSAS) 18001 (p. 68).

•		 Increased HIV/AIDS focus among our employees in Africa (p. 69).

•	 Supported	independent	research	on	health	issues	related	to	

radio waves and electromagnetic fields (eMf) (p. 69).

enVironment

•	 Participated	in	Global	Compact	Caring	for	Climate,	COP16	 

Low Carbon Leaders Project. 

•	 environmental Management System globally ISo 14001 certified. 

this ensures our operations are consistently managed with  

minimal impact on the environment.

•	 Promoted	 low-carbon	 technologies.	 CEO	 addressed	 COP16.	

ericsson among industry leaders presenting Guadalajara ICt 

Declaration for transformative Low-Carbon Solutions (p. 48).

•	 Achieved	Group	carbon	footprint	reduction	target	(p.	29)

•	 Continued	to	improve	energy-efficiency	of	products		(p.	34).

•	 Incorporated	 hazardous	 substances,	 producer	 responsibility,	

efficient resource use in product design, procurement, produc-

tion and operation. Updated Banned and Restricted Substan-

ces lists, developed new tool for materials declaration (p. 40).

•	 Published	 “Measuring	 Emissions	 Right,”	 assessing	 climate-

positive effects of ICt. Developed LCA studies on ICt-enabled 

carbon reduction in other industries: mobile money in Kenya, e-

health in Croatia, and collaborative working solutions (p. 24/46). 

anti-corrUption

the ericsson Group Management System ensures integrity and 

high standards of conduct worldwide. A whistle-blower procedure 

enables employees to report violations relating to accounting, in-

ternal controls and procedures or fraudulent practices.

•	 A	Chief	Compliance	Officer	appointed	early	2011	to	strengthen	

focus and training on business ethics and anti-corruption (p. 64).
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DNV Assurance Statement
Ericsson Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility Report 2010

Det Norske Veritas (DNV) has carried out an independent verification of Ericsson Group (‘Ericsson’) Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility (‘CR’) Report 2010 
(‘the Report’) against VeriSustainTM and GRI G3 (2006). The Management of Ericsson is responsible for all information provided in the Report as well as the 
processes for collecting, analysing and reporting that information. DNV’s responsibility regarding this verification is to Ericsson only, in accordance with the scope of 
work commissioned. The stakeholders of Ericsson are the intended users of this Assurance Statement. DNV disclaims any liability or responsibility to a third party 
for decisions, whether investment or otherwise, based on this Assurance Statement summary or the full version, provided at 
www.ericsson.com/sustainability_corporateresponsibility. Our conclusions are based on the assumption that the data and information provided to DNV is complete 
and true.  

Scope and Methodology 

DNV’s scope of work included verification of the following:  
• Adoption of Ericsson sustainability and CR-related policies, practices and procedures at Group level and across the Ericsson regions assessed by DNV in 

2010, as part of Ericsson’s Global Assessment Program (8 regions in total; China, Philippines and Malaysia were subject to detailed Sustainability and CR 
assessments). The assessments focused mainly on: senior management leadership and oversight; environmental management; code of conduct; local 
sourcing and supplier management; facilities management; occupational health & safety; SOX Entity-wide controls, including code of business ethics; HR 
management; and CR project management; 

• Sustainability and CR-related policy, strategy, objectives and achievements in 2010, as described in the Report; 
• Sustainability and CR-related actions, initiatives and projects described in the Report;  
• Ericsson’s efforts to engage, communicate and respond to the interests and concerns of stakeholders in the Report;   
• Materiality, inclusivity and responsiveness processes described in the Report, and the reliability of specified sustainability performance information; 
• Extent to which the Report adheres to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines and the application level declared by Ericsson, 

including standard disclosures, management approach, indicators (except Economic performance) and principles, as published on 
www.ericsson.com/sustainability_corporateresponsibility.

This verification focused primarily on the Report, and not on the adequacy, effectiveness or efficiency of Ericsson’s sustainability and CR management practices. 
Those aspects are the subject of Ericsson’s Global Assessment Program. The scope of this verification covered Ericsson Group, including Telefonaktiebolaget LM 
Ericsson and its subsidiaries. It excluded sustainability and CR management, performance or reporting practices by any of Ericsson’s external suppliers or any 
other third parties mentioned in the Report. It also excluded statements or data relating to the Sony Ericsson or ST-Ericsson joint venture.  

This engagement was carried out between May 2010 and April 2011, by qualified and experienced professionals, in accordance with the DNV Protocol for 
Verification of Sustainability Reports (VeriSustainTM) and GRI G3 (2006). The following methods were applied: 

• Interviews with Ericsson personnel representing relevant functions at Group and regional levels, including data owners; 
• Review of documentation, data records and sources relating to sustainability and CR management at Group and regional levels, including external Supplier 

Management practices and performance by Local Sourcing departments; 
• Review of the processes and tools used to collect, aggregate and report on sustainability and CR-related data at Group level and in the regions visited; 
• Review of internal and external communication relating to Ericsson’s sustainability and CR management and performance. 

Conclusions  

Based on the scope of work carried out, DNV concludes that the Report provides an accurate and fair representation of Ericsson’s policies, strategies, 
management system, initiatives and performance in 2010. Regarding the level of adherence to key reporting principles, we conclude the following;  

Materiality: Acceptable. In 2010, Ericsson continued to carry out an extensive analysis of the sustainability and CR developments in the ICT sector, and the 
impacts arising from its activities. This analysis provided the basis for the identification and prioritization of sustainability and CR issues. It has also helped define 
Ericsson’s Sustainability & Corporate Responsibility Strategy and the content of the Report.  
Inclusivity: Good. In 2010, Ericsson continued to implement an extensive stakeholder engagement program aimed at identifying and understanding stakeholder 
interests, concerns and information needs regarding sustainability and CR issues;  
Responsiveness: Acceptable. The Report generally focuses on the sustainability and CR issues of most interest to stakeholders; and 
Reliability: Good. No systematic or material errors or omissions were identified. Uncertainty and limitations relating to the methodologies and data used in the 
assessment of Ericsson’s sustainability performance were clearly explained to DNV. Ericsson expressed its commitment to continually improving the quality of its 
data management processes and the reliability of reported information. The Report and other sources of information to which it refers, are considered to provide a 
detailed account of Ericsson’s management approach and performance.  

Opportunities for improvement 

In the course of the verification, the following opportunities for improvement were identified: 

Materiality: develop a more structured process for prioritizing and monitoring the materiality of issues across Ericsson’s regions. This should also enable a clearer 
overview of the relative materiality of various sustainability and CR issues in the Report;  
Inclusivity: the process for selection of stakeholder groups and individual stakeholders, and the prioritization of their views, can be more clearly described in the 
Report;
Responsiveness: more clearly describe the way in which stakeholders’ views on Ericsson’s Sustainability & Corporate Responsibility strategy and the previous 
Report were taken into account in further development of the strategy and the definition of the content of the current version of the Report;  
Reliability: Continue to define and standardize the methods to collect, aggregate, analyze and report sustainability performance data and information. 

DNV states its independence and impartiality with regard to this commission. DNV did not provide any services to Ericsson during 2010 that could conflict with the 
independence of our work. 

The Report is based on the GRI Guidelines (2006) and its principles. DNV endorses the GRI Application Level of A+, declared by Ericsson. Detailed information on 
the verification process, conclusions and recommendations by DNV is provided in the full Assurance Statement, available at  
www.ericsson.com/sustainability_corporateresponsibility.

 Tom C Andrésen Gosselin       Antonio Ribeiro  
Lead Verifier        Sustainability Services Manager                      

Det Norske Veritas AS, Stockholm, 
11th April 2011 
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